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Sound, mind and emotion

Human mind and emotion can be profoundly affected by sounds. In this interdisciplinary volume researchers from different fields take a look at connections between sound, mind and emotion, and ways of understand them.

In the spring of 2008 a series of interdisciplinary symposiums were arranged in Lund by The Sound Environment Centre at Lund University. The main subject was to further understanding of sound and sound environments and it’s influence on personal, emotional and psychological levels. The three different symposiums had different perspectives. The first one focused on how sound can affect us in times of emotional crisis, trauma or catastrophic events. The second topic was to investigate aspects of how sound is perceived in states of mental disturbances of various kinds, and the third finally discussed implications of oversensitivity to sound – hyperacusis – as well as hearing impairments such as tinnitus.
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In the spring of 2008 a series of interdisciplinary symposiums were arranged in Lund by the Sound Environment Centre at Lund university. The main objective was to further understanding of how sound and sound environments can affect humans on personal, emotional and psychological levels. The three different symposiums had different perspectives. The first one focused on how sound can affect us with intensified strength in times of emotional crisis, trauma or catastrophic events. The second topic was to investigate how sound is perceived by subjects in mental disturbances of various kinds, and the third finally discussed oversensitivity to sound – hyperacusis – as well as hearing impairments such as tinnitus or similar.

Patrik Juslin opens this volume by presenting an attempt to find out how the human brain arouses emotions from sounds, by suggesting a analytical model originally applied to music. This model consists of a number of psychological mechanisms, organized by their approximate place in the line of human evolution. Predictions are then being made on how various parameters affects these mechanisms, as well as different brain regions. Juslin argues that this theoretical framework provides a more precise tool for understanding interaction of sound, music and emotion, something that can also be useful in therapeutic situations.

Professor Ulf Rosenhall gives a thorough description of the details of the complexity of the whole auditory system from ear to brain, and the various impairments that can affect hearing on different levels. Drawing on psychoacoustics and neurophysiology Professor Sören Nielzén et al. follows with an overview of the clinical and scientific background in theory and practise, of the so called “S-detect method”, developed as an aid to diagnostics and the treatment of schizophrenia in psychiatry. This method uses responses to certain sound stimuli to discriminate between healthy subjects and persons with schizophrenia, claiming to do so with a certainty of 90 %.
That noise can affect people in unexpected ways is discussed hereby by Sverker Sikström and Göran Söderlund. By, amongst other things, looking at brain arousal and dopamine production, their studies show that cognitive performance of ADHD children sometimes can benefit from noise at appropriate levels.

Specializing on the treatment of tinnitus and hyperacusis prof. Gerhard Andersson draws a brief description of diagnosis, treatment and research on impairments such as these.

From the sound world of preschools Kerstin Persson Waye, at the Department of Occupational and Environmental Medicine at Sahlgrenska University Hospital in Gothenburg, reports on the sound environment at day care centers from the child’s perspective. The study shows, through in-place measurements and interviews, that children tend to evaluate sounds by the consequences they have for them in their immediate perception as well in their own bodies, and adopt avoidance strategies to loud or unwanted sounds.

Preschools and day care sound environments are not only hard on children’s hearing, but also on the hearing of the staff, and well known to produce tiredness, sick leave absence and hearing impairments. Staff who have developed impaired hearing from their work and continue to work face double trouble as far as hearing goes. Björn Lyxell et. al show that children’s cognitive skills will be negatively affected as they have to work harder to keep up with decoding their sound environment than their normal hearing colleagues, thus resulting in problems of fatigue and social alienation, as those with impaired hearing always have to listen actively not to miss out, and in reality seldom have the possibility of a relaxed passive listening.

Åke Iwar who is a practicing psychologist specialising in trauma treatment and also a member of the SOS International Crisis Group in Copenhagen, gives a picture of the role that experiences and memories of sound impressions can play in therapeutic treatment of victims of serious accident and catastrophies, like that of the tsunami in Thailand recently.

Finally Kerstin Bergh-Johannesson, at the National Center for Disaster Psychiatry, discusses an unorthodox method of treatment of traumatic memories in patients with posttraumatic stress symptoms, memories that are repeatedly triggered by internal or external stimuli like sounds, thoughts or pictures.

This is the eighth in a series of reports from The Sound Environment Centre at Lund university.
The centre wishes to thank all authors for their participation.

2009-08-28 Frans Mossberg
Sound of music:

Seven Ways in which the Brain Can Evoke Emotions from Sounds

Patrik N. Juslin

Sound moves us. It may cause great pleasure as well as great pain. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the world of music – often referred to as “that one of the fine arts which is concerned with the combination of sounds with a view to beauty of form and the expression of emotion” (Oxford English Dictionary, 3rd ed.). Emotional reactions to music have fascinated people since Ancient Greece (Budd, 1985), though it is only recently that researchers have made progress in understanding how such reactions come about (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). It turns out that our reactions to music tell us a story about who we are – both as individuals (e.g., in terms of our memories, preferences, and personalities) and as a species (e.g., in terms of our innate human disposition to use sounds as sources of information in our inferences about future events, potential danger and affective states of other individuals).

Although music arouses positive emotions more frequently than negative emotions (Juslin et al., 2008), music does arouse some negative emotions such as sadness and irritation quite frequently. If we consider sounds more generally, it is even more common that sounds are a cause of negative emotions and stress (Västfjäll, in press). As shown in some of the other contributions to this volume, specific sounds may also be connected to traumatic life events in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) such that hearing a certain sound may continue to arouse negative emotions long after the
event in which the sound originally occurred. Strange as it may seem, the underlying mechanisms that cause these responses may be partly similar to those that arouse positive emotions in music listening. Hence, systematic knowledge about the mechanisms that underlie emotional reactions to music could be of potential importance also for therapeutic attempts to address aversive reactions to sounds in PTSD.

In this chapter, I will propose a psychological framework for understanding how the brain evokes emotional reactions from sound waves. The framework was developed with music especially in mind, although as will be apparent, it is one of the assumptions of the framework that most of the psychological mechanisms apply to perception of sound more generally. In the following, I first discuss the role of psychological theory in studying how the human brain arouses emotions from sounds. Then, I outline a theoretical framework, featuring six mechanisms and a set of predictions that can guide future research. Finally, I consider the implications of this framework for both empirical research and applications in therapy.

Why is psychological theory important?

The important role of psychological theory in studies of music and emotion may be illustrated with regard to a recent series of neuropsychological studies (for a review, see Koelsch, 2005). First of all, it should be noted that emotional responses can be analyzed along a number of different dimensions from a neuropsychological perspective. Thus, for instance, one may distinguish brain regions in terms of whether they involve perception or experience of emotions (Blonder, 1999; Davidson, 1995; Tucker & Frederick, 1989). For example, perceiving a facial expression as “happy” is different from feeling “happy”. One may also distinguish brain regions in terms of discrete emotional states (Damasio, Grabowski, Bechara, Damasio, Ponto, Parvizi, & Hichwa, 2000; Murphy, Nimmo-Smith, & Lawrence, 2003; Panksepp, 1998; Phan, Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002). That is, the experience of “fear” might activate a different brain region than the experience of “joy”. Yet another approach, which ultimately may be more fruitful in this context, is to analyze brain regions in terms of distinct psychological processes or functions (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). For instance, an emotion aroused by an episodic memory may involve a different set of brain regions than an emotion aroused by a startle response.
In this chapter, I shall argue that an analysis of underlying psychological processes is crucial for an understanding of emotional reactions to sounds. Indeed, the coupling of psychological predictions with functional brain imaging techniques is probably one of the most promising avenues in the study of music and emotion. While imaging studies could inform and constrain psychological theorizing, psychological theories could organize data from imaging studies. Unfortunately, this is not how current neuropsychological research on emotional reactions to music has been conducted (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008).

A review of the literature reveals that a number of different brain regions have been implicated in studies of emotional reactions to music, including the thalamus, cerebellum, hippocampus, amygdala, prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, midbrain, insula, Broca's area, nucleus accumbens, visual cortex, and supplementary motor areas. Note, however, that different regions have been activated in different studies, without any explanation of these differences (e.g., Bauer Alfredson et al., 2004; Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Blood et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2004; Gosselin et al., 2006; Koelsch et al., 2006; Menon & Levitin, 2005).

How can we bring some order to the inconsistent findings from previous research? The solution is to consider the underlying psychological mechanisms that give rise to the emotional responses. Brain imaging studies have tended to simply present listeners with supposedly “emotional” music to explore which areas may be activated by this stimulus. In some cases listeners have been asked to bring their own music to increase the chance that the music will be “effective”. Rarely, however, have researchers manipulated - or at least controlled for - the underlying mechanism that induced the emotion. As I will show, music can induce emotions in many different ways, and what brain regions are activated will depend on the precise mechanism involved. Hence, if researchers can manipulate (or at least control for) induction mechanisms in future experiments, they may be better able to account for obtained activation patterns. In the following, I briefly outline a framework that aims for a more theory-driven approach to studying musical emotions.
A novel theoretical framework

Although most scholars regard the question of how music evokes emotions as the primary issue (e.g., Dowling & Harwood, 1986, p. 202), a literature search reveals that few studies make any attempt to test a theory about the psychological mechanism that underlies emotional reactions to music. Yet, such reactions are intriguing. This is because in the paradigmatic case, an emotion is evoked when an event is appraised as having the capacity to influence the goals of the perceiver somehow. Music does not appear to have any capacity to further or block goals in life. Thus, researchers have been forced to come up with alternative mechanisms that make more sense in a musical context.\(^1\)

I shall use the term “psychological mechanism” broadly in this chapter to refer to any information processing that leads to the induction of emotions through listening to music. The processing may be simple or complex. It may be available to consciousness or not. The crucial thing is that the mechanism somehow takes the music as its “object”. Most scholars who have written about possible mechanisms have limited themselves to only one or a few mechanisms (e.g., Levinson, 1997), or have argued that the “default” mechanism for induction of emotions – cognitive appraisal – is most suitable to explain emotional reactions to music (e.g., Waterman, 1996).

In contrast, Juslin and Västfjäll (in press) outlined a novel framework, featuring six psychological mechanisms (besides cognitive appraisal) through which music may evoke emotions. The mechanisms are: brain stem reflexes, evaluative conditioning, emotional contagion, visual imagery, episodic memory, and musical expectancy (explained further below). Juslin and Västfjäll argue that one may think of these mechanisms as consisting of a number of distinct “brain functions” that have developed gradually and in a specific order during the evolutionary process – from simple sensations to syntactical processing (e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003). The mechanisms are seen as information-processing devices at different levels of the brain that utilize different means to track significant aspects of the environment, and that may lead to conflicting outputs in some contexts. All mechanisms have their origin outside the musical domain. Because the mechanisms depend on brain functions with different evolutionary origins, each mechanism is expected to have unique

\(^1\) However, musical induction of emotions through a cognitive appraisal may occur sometimes, such as when our ‘goal’ to go to sleep at night is ‘blocked’ by a neighbor playing loud music.
characteristics that one should be able to demonstrate, for instance, in experiments.

Below, I first briefly define each mechanism and then outline theoretical predictions for each mechanism – in particular, as they pertain to neural correlates. I hope that this may contribute to more hypothesis-driven approaches to brain imaging studies of music and emotion (for further discussion and evidence, see Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008).

**Psychological mechanisms**

Building on the work of the pioneers in this field (Berlyne, 1971, Meyer, 1956) as well as on more recent research (Juslin & Sloboda, 2001), Juslin & Västfjäll (2008) suggested the following six mechanisms:

**Brain stem reflex** refers to a process whereby an emotion is induced by music because one or more fundamental acoustical characteristics of the music are taken by the brain stem to signal a (potentially) important and urgent event. All other things being equal, sounds that are sudden, loud, dissonant, or feature fast patterns induce arousal in the listener. The responses reflect the immediate impact of simple auditory sensations.

**Evaluative conditioning** (EC) refers to a process whereby an emotion is induced by music simply because this stimulus has been paired with other positive or negative stimuli. For instance, a specific piece of music may have occurred repeatedly together in time with a specific event that always makes you happy such as meeting your best friend. Over time, through repeated pairings, the music itself will, eventually, arouse happiness even in the absence of the friendly interaction.

**Emotional contagion** refers to a process whereby an emotion is induced by music because the listener perceives the emotion expressed in the music, and then ‘mimics’ this expression internally, which by means of either peripheral feedback from muscles, or a more direct activation of the relevant emotion representations in the brain, leads to an induction of the same emotion.

**Visual imagery** refers to a process whereby an emotion is induced in a listener because he or she conjures up visual images (e.g., of a beautiful landscape) while listening to the music. The emotions experienced are the result of
a close interaction between the music and the images. Listeners appear to conceptualize the structure of the music in terms of a metaphorical, nonverbal mapping between the music and image-schemata grounded in bodily experiences; for instance, hearing the melody as “moving upward”. Listeners react to the mental images much in the same way as they would to the corresponding visual stimuli in the “real” world (e.g., reacting positively to a beautiful nature scene).

**Episodic memory** refers to a process whereby an emotion is induced in a listener because the music evokes a memory of a particular event in the listener’s life (often referred to as the “Darling they are playing our tune” phenomenon). When the memory is evoked, so is also the emotion associated with the memory, and this emotion may be relatively intense – perhaps because the psychophysiological reaction pattern to the original event is stored in memory along with the experiential contents.

**Music expectancy** refers to a process whereby an emotion is evoked in a listener because a feature of the musical structure violates, delays, or confirms the listener’s expectations about the continuation of the music. Thus, for example, the sequential progression of E-F# sets up the expectation that the music will continue with G#. If this does not happen, a listener familiar with the musical idiom could become, say, surprised. The expectations are based on the listener’s previous experiences of the same style of music.

**Theoretical hypotheses**
By synthesizing theories and findings from several research domains outside music, Juslin and Västfjäll (2008) were able to offer the first set of hypotheses that may help music researchers to distinguish among different mechanisms in future research. Table 1 shows the preliminary hypotheses. The mechanisms are listed in the approximate order in which they can be assumed to have appeared during evolution (see Gärdenfors, 2003; Joseph, 2000; Tulving, 1983).

The 66 predictions can be divided into two subgroups: the first subgroup concerns characteristics of the psychological mechanism as such. **Survival value of brain function** describes the most important benefit that each brain function brought to organisms that possessed this function. **Information focus** specifies broadly the type of information that each mechanism is processing. **Ontogenetic development** concerns the approximate time in human
development when respective mechanism begins to have a noticeable effect on emotional responses to music. *Key brain regions* describes those regions of the brain that have been most consistently associated with each mechanism in functional brain imaging studies (detailed below). *Cultural impact and learning* refers to the extent to which each mechanism is influenced differently by music that varies from one culture to another.

A second group of characteristics (see Table 1) concerns the specific nature of the emotion induction process of the respective mechanism. Hence, *Induced affect* specifies which emotional states might be expected to be induced, depending on the mechanism. *Induction speed* refers to how much time each mechanism requires, in relation to other mechanisms, for an emotion to occur in a specific situation. *Degree of volitional influence* refers to the extent to which a listener him- or herself can actively influence the induction process (e.g., through focus of attention, active recall, etc.). *Availability to consciousness* is the extent to which at least some aspects of the induction process are available to the listener’s consciousness, so that the listener may be able to explain his or her response. *Modularity* refers to the extent to which the mechanism may function as an independent and information-encapsulated “brain module” that can be activated in parallel with other psychological processes. *Dependence on musical structure* refers to the relative extent to which the induction depends on the precise structure or style of the music the listener is hearing.
Table 1: Hypotheses for six psychological mechanisms through which music might induce emotions (adapted from Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of mechanism</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Ontogenetic development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survival value of brain function</td>
<td>Information focus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain stem reflex</td>
<td>Focusing attention on potentially important changes or events in the close environment</td>
<td>Extreme or rapidly changing basic acoustic characteristics</td>
<td>Prior to birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative conditioning</td>
<td>Being able to associate objects or events with positive and negative outcomes</td>
<td>Covariation between events</td>
<td>Prior to birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional contagion</td>
<td>Enhancing group cohesion and social interaction, e.g. between mother and infant</td>
<td>Emotional motor expression</td>
<td>First year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual imagery</td>
<td>Permitting internal simulations of events that substitute for overt and risky actions</td>
<td>Self-conjured visual images</td>
<td>Pre-school years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodic memory</td>
<td>Allowing conscious recollections of previous events and binding the self to reality</td>
<td>Personal events in particular places and at particular times</td>
<td>3-4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical expectancy</td>
<td>Facilitating symbolic language with a complex semantics</td>
<td>Syntactic information</td>
<td>5-11 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of mechanism</td>
<td>Key brain regions</td>
<td>Cultural impact/learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain stem reflex</td>
<td>Reticular formation in the brain stem, the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus, the inferior colliculus</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative conditioning</td>
<td>The lateral nucleus of the amygdala, the interpositus nucleus of the cerebellum</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional contagion</td>
<td>'Mirror neurons' in the pre-motor regions, right inferior frontal regions, the basal ganglia</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual imagery</td>
<td>Spatially mapped regions of the occipital cortex, the visual association cortex, and (for image generation) left temporo-occipital regions</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodic memory</td>
<td>The medial temporal lobe, especially the hippocampus, and the right anterior prefrontal cortex (applies to memory retrieval)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical expectancy</td>
<td>The left perisylvian cortex, 'Broca's area', the dorsal region of the anterior cingulate cortex</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of induction process</td>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanism</strong></td>
<td><strong>Induced affect</strong></td>
<td><strong>Induction speed</strong></td>
<td><strong>Degree of volitional influence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain stem reflex</td>
<td>General arousal, unpleasantness vs. Pleasantness</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative conditioning</td>
<td>Basic emotions</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional contagion</td>
<td>Basic emotions</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual imagery</td>
<td>All possible emotions</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodic memory</td>
<td>All possible emotions, although especially nostalgia</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical expectancy</td>
<td>Surprise, awe, pleasure, ’thrills’ disappointment, hope, anxiety</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of induction process</td>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Availability to consciousness</td>
<td>Modularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain stem reflex</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative conditioning</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional contagion</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual imagery</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodic memory</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical expectancy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From: Juslin & Västfjäll (2008), adapted by permission from the Cambridge University Press.

For further theoretical and empirical support of the different hypotheses, see the original article.
Key brain regions: Overview

Returning to our previous discussion of functional brain imaging studies, it may be useful to consider the key brain regions associated with each mechanism. However, first of all, it should be noted that emotional responses to music may be expected to involve three general types of brain regions: (1) regions virtually always involved when music is perceived (e.g., the primary auditory cortex), (2) regions virtually always involved in the conscious experience of emotion – regardless of the “source” of the emotion (candidates include the rostral anterior cingulate and the medial prefrontal cortex; e.g., Lane, 2000, pp. 356-358), and (3) regions involved in emotional information-processing that differ depending on the precise mechanism causing the emotion. Hence, although responses to music are likely to involve several regions of the brain, the predictions in Table 1 concern only the last set of regions (i.e., those that can help researchers to discriminate between the underlying mechanisms). It should be noted that several of the processes that these mechanisms entail (e.g., syntactical processing, episodic memory) do not in themselves imply that emotions have been evoked – they may also occur in the absence of emotion. However, whenever emotional responses to music occur, one or more of the mechanisms will be involved, and, hence, at least one associated sub-process should be observable as well.

Brain stem reflexes

The precise neurophysiological processes that underlie brain stem reflexes are not fully understood, although evidence suggests that they occur in close connection with the reticular formation of the brain stem and the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus, which receive inputs from the auditory system (see Kinomura et al., 2006). The brainstem is an ancient structure of the brain subserving several sensory and motor functions, including auditory perception and the mediation and control of attention, emotional arousal, heart rate, breathing, and movement (Joseph, 2000). The reticular formation is able to quickly induce arousal so that attention can be selectively directed at sensory stimuli of potential importance. The system exerts its widespread influences on sensory and motor functions and arousal through neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine and serotonin. While the system may be activated and inhibited by the amygdala, hypothalamus, and orbitofrontal cortex, it may also be activated independently of these structures in a more “reflex-like”
manner (Tranel, 2000). Brain stem reflexes to music rely on the early stages of auditory processing. When an auditory signal reaches the primary auditory cortex, it has already undergone several analyses by such brain structures as the superior olivary complex, the inferior colliculus, and the thalamus. Accordingly, alarm signals to auditory events which suggest “danger” may be emitted as early as at the level of the inferior colliculus. Brain stem reflexes appear to be largely “hard-wired” in the brain.

**Evaluative conditioning**

EC is often regarded as a special kind of “classic” conditioning, with some unusual characteristics (e.g., De Houwer et al., 2001). First, EC can occur even if the participant is unaware of the contingency of the associated stimuli. In fact, studies have shown that EC responses can be both established and arouse emotions without awareness (Martin et al., 1984). Second, EC appears to be fairly resistant to extinction, as compared to classic conditioning (Diaz et al., 2005). Hence, once a piece of music has been associated with a certain emotional outcome, this association may be quite persistent. Although EC has not been studied much in regard to music, compared to other mechanisms, two studies have reported EC effects with music (Blair & Shimp, 1992; Razran, 1954).

EC depends on unconscious, unintentional, and effortless processes, which involve sub-cortical regions of the brain, such as the amygdala and the cerebellum (Fanselow & Poulos, 2005; Johnsrule et al., 2000; LeDoux, 2000; Sacchetti et al., 2005; Thompson, 2005). In the EC process, it is plausible that the amygdala is particularly involved in the evaluation of the emotional stimulus, whereas the cerebellum is involved in the timing of the response (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). In addition to these brain areas, one can expect some hippocampal activation if the conditioning depends strongly on the specific context. However, the amygdala appears to be required for EC, whereas the hippocampus is not (LeDoux, 2000).

**Emotional contagion**

People commonly catch the emotions of others when seeing their facial expressions or hearing their vocal expressions (e.g., Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1994; Neumann & Strack, 2000). Because music commonly
features acoustic patterns similar to those that occur in emotional speech (see Juslin & Laukka, 2003), it has been argued that we might get aroused by voice-like features of music that lead us to “mimic” the perceived emotion internally. That emotional reactions to music could involve contagion effects is supported by findings that the perception of “happy” and “sad” music may induce the corresponding emotions in listeners, as indicated by experiential, physiological, and expressive emotion components (Lundqvist, Carlsson, Hilmersson, & Juslin, 2009).

Recent research has suggested that the process of emotional contagion may occur through the mediation of so-called “mirror neurons” discovered in studies of the monkey pre-motor cortex in the 1990’s (di Pellegrino et al., 1992). It was found that the mirror neurons discharged both when the monkey carried out an action and when it observed another individual carrying out a similar action. Direct evidence for “mirror neurons” in humans is still lacking, but there is indirect evidence: Several studies have shown that when individuals observe an action carried out by another individual, the motor cortex may become active in the absence of overt motor activity (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004).

While the idea of emotional contagion remains speculative in relationship to music, a recent fMRI study by Koelsch et al. (2006) found that music listening activated brain areas related to a circuitry serving the formation of pre-motor representations for vocal sound production even though no singing was observed among the participants. Koelsch et al. concluded that this may reflect a mirror-function mechanism. The findings support the idea that listeners may mimic the emotional expression of the music internally. Thus, emotional contagion from music might be assumed to involve two types of brain regions. First, several studies have indicated that perception of emotion from the voice (and thus presumably of emotion from voice-like characteristics of music) may involve particularly the right inferior frontal regions and the basal ganglia (see Adolphs, 2002; Adolphs et al., 2002; Buchanan et al., 2000; Cancelliere & Kertesz, 1990; George et al., 1996). Also, we would expect to find activation of “mirror neurons” in pre-motor regions, in particular the areas involved in vocal sound production (Koelsch et al., 2006).
Visual imagery

Visual imagery is commonly defined as an experience which resembles perceptual experience, but that occurs in the absence of relevant sensory stimuli. The primary issue in imagery research has been whether visual imagery involves a distinctively “pictorial” representation of events in mind or a propositional representation? The pictorial view is supported by findings that many brain regions that are activated during visual perception are similarly activated when a person is involved in imagery (for reviews, see e.g., Farah, 2000; Ganis et al., 2004). Specifically, both studies with focally brain-damaged patients and brain imaging studies of normal participants have shown that visual representations in the occipital lobe known to be spatially mapped are activated in a “top-down” manner during imagery (Charlot et al., 1992; Goldenberg et al., 1991). ERP studies have further suggested that imagery involves the same visual cortical areas that are involved in early visual processing (Farah, 2000).

It has been proposed that music may be particularly effective in stimulating mental imagery (Osborne, 1980; Quittner & Glueckauf, 1983), and several studies also indicate that imagery can be effective in enhancing emotional reactions to music in listeners (e.g., Band, Quilter, & Miller, 2001-2002). However, what is characteristic of visual imagery as a mechanism is that the listener is able to influence the process to a considerable extent and therefore is very much a “co-creator” of the emotions evoked by the music. Although images may sometimes come into the mind unbidden, in general a listener may conjure-up, manipulate, and dismiss images at will. Hence, whereas the “bottom-up” process of visual perception is “automatic”, visual imagery appears to require the intervention of an attention-demanding process of image generation. Though the localization of this image generation process is a controversial issue, a number of studies suggest a left temporo-occipital localization (Farah, 2000). Thus, activation of visual association cortex including occipital cortex during music listening may indicate that the listener is involved in music-stimulated visual imagery.

Episodic memory

Music often evokes memories (Gabrielsson, 2001; Juslin et al., 2009; Sloboda, 1992). When the memory is evoked, so is also the emotion associated with the memory (Baumgartner, 1992). Though evaluative conditioning is also
a form of memory, episodic memory differs from conditioning in that it involves a conscious recollection of a previous event in time, preserving a lot of contextual information (Tulving, 1983). Also, the two kinds of memory have different process characteristics and brain substrates (Table 1).

Episodic memory can be divided into different stages (encoding, storage, retrieval). Note that different brain regions may be involved depending on the stage of the memory process. Here, I focus on the retrieval stage of the memory process, which may be most important in order to be able to differentiate the mechanisms in a listening experiment. Previous research has consistently indicated that the conscious experience of recollection of an episodic memory involves the medial temporal lobe, in particular hippocampus, and the right anterior prefrontal cortex (e.g., Nyberg et al., 1996; Schachter et al., 1996; see also Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000).

Musical expectancy

Musical expectancy does not simply refer to any unexpected event that might occur in regard to music. Musical expectancy refers to those expectancies that involve syntactic relationships among different parts of the music’s structure (Patel, 2003; see also Meyer, 1956, 2001). Like language, music consists of perceptually discrete elements, organized into hierarchically structured sequences according to “well-formedness” rules. Thus, it is a common view among music theorists that most musical styles are, in principle at least, describable by a grammar (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). It is only through the perception of this syntax that the relevant musical expectations arise. These expectations are based on the listener’s previous experience of the musical style (e.g., Carlsen, 1981). Emotional reactions are evoked when a listener’s musical expectations are disrupted somehow – for instance by new or unprepared harmony (Steinbeis, Koelsch, & Sloboda, 2006).

Lesion studies suggest that several areas of the left perisylvian cortex is involved in different aspects of syntactic processing (Brown, Hagoort, & Kutas, 2000). Relatively few brain imaging studies of language so far have looked at processes at the sentence level and beyond. A few studies have indicated that especially parts of Broca’s area increase their activity when sentences increase in syntactic complexity (e.g., Caplan et al., 1998; Stromswold et al., 1996). Similarly, a few studies using MEG or fMRI have revealed that syntactical processing of music is processed in Broca’s area (see Maess, Koelsch, Gunter, & Friederici, 2001; Tillman, Janata, & Bharucha,
2003). It has been found that violations of musical expectancy activate the same brain areas as have previously been implicated in violations of syntax in language. Patel (2003) has thus argued that syntax in language and music share a common set of processes for syntactical integration (localized around Broca’s area) that operate on different structural representations in more posterior brain regions.

In addition to the areas involved in syntactic processing, which might work in fairly automatic fashion (e.g., Koelsch et al., 2002), musical expectancy also probably involves a monitoring of musical expectancies and conflicts between expected and actual musical sequences. This monitoring might involve parts of the anterior cingulate cortex as well as the prefrontal cortex (Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000).

In sum, we see that different mechanisms are likely to involve partly different brain regions, which could explain the inconsistent findings in previous functional brain imaging studies, since these studies have not controlled for underlying mechanisms.

Implications of the novel framework

Implications for research

One implication of the novel framework is that it may resolve many disagreements in the field. Apparent contradictions of different approaches may be partly reconciled by observing that they focus on different mechanisms. Hence, the framework might help to resolve past disagreement regarding what emotions music can evoke, how early musical emotions develop, whether listeners are “active” or “passive” in inducing emotions, how much time it takes to induce an emotion through music, and whether musical emotions are innate or learned responses – it all depends on the mechanism concerned (Table 1).

The most crucial implication of the new framework for studies of music and emotion is that it will not be sufficient to induce and study musical emotions in general. In order for data to contribute in a cumulative fashion to our knowledge, researchers must try to specify, as far as possible, the mechanism involved in each study. Otherwise studies will yield results that are inconsistent or that cannot be given a clear interpretation. As noted
earlier, neuropsychological studies offer one example of this problem. The studies have tended to simply present “emotional music” to listeners without manipulating or at least controlling for the underlying induction mechanism. This makes it exceedingly difficult to understand what the obtained neural correlates actually reflect in each study (“It is not possible to disentangle the different subcomponents of the activation due to limitations of this experimental design”, Bauer Alfredson et al., 2004, p. 165). Given the aim to explore emotional reactions to music, one would expect the manipulation of musical stimuli to be crucial to the task. Yet, stimuli used so far have been selected non-systematically (e.g., instrumental songs of the rembetika style, joyful dance tunes, listener-selected music). The fact that different studies have reported activations of different brain regions does suggest that different mechanisms were involved. But after the fact, there is no way of knowing. This shows that musical emotions cannot be studied without regard to how they were evoked. On the other hand, if researchers could manipulate induction mechanisms in future listening experiments, they would be better able to explain the obtained brain activation patterns. Indeed, to the extent that we can obtain systematic relations among mechanisms and brain regions, we might eventually be able to discriminate between the mechanisms based on brain indices alone. To facilitate studies of music and emotion, we should try to develop standard paradigms and tasks that reliably evoke specific emotions in listeners through each of the mechanisms mentioned earlier. (This would be somewhat analogous to the different tasks used to measure distinct memory systems; e.g., Tulving, 1983).

**Implications for therapeutic applications**

The novel framework could also have implications for therapy that involves sound, one way or the other. For example, the various mechanisms are related to a number of different methods in music therapy (e.g., Bunt & Hoskyns, 2002) which involve music in procedures to accomplish different aims. One of the six mechanisms in the framework is already used systematically in music therapy – namely, the visual imagery mechanism. Helen Bonny developed a method, *Guided Imagery and Music* (GIM), where a “traveler” is invited to “share” his or her images as they are experienced in real time during a pre-programmed sequence of music (Bonny & Savary, 1973). Such music-induced imagery may help to facilitate the expression, identification, and experience of specific emotions in patients. Imagery may also yield a
state of deep relaxation, with health benefits such as reduced cortisol levels (McKinney, Antoni, Kumar, Tims, & McCabe, 1997). To help to activate the visual imagery mechanism, one may choose music with characteristics that seem especially effective in stimulating vivid imagery, such as repetition, predictability in melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic elements, and slow tempo (McKinney & Tims, 1995). In order to further increase the relaxing effects of the music – if that is the intended effect of the therapy – one can make sure to choose music with features opposite to those that activate the brain stem reflex mechanism (and increase the arousal level of the listener). That is, one should select music that features a slow tempo, low sound level, soft timbre, and, in particular, no sudden changes in the musical parameters.

There are other, less obvious ways in which mechanisms can be involved in specific kinds of music therapy. One of the oldest methods in music therapy is the so-called “iso principle” (Altshuler, 1954). This means that, in order to modify the mood of the patient, one must first match the patient’s mood using music with the same emotional expression (e.g., “sad” music if the patient is feeling “sad”), and then begin to gradually change the expression of the music in the direction of the desired mood (e.g., gradually increase the tempo and pitch to aim for “joy”). In this process, the emotional contagion mechanism is of central importance. Music therapists may find it useful to take stock of current theory on this mechanism in order to maximize the effectiveness of the method. For instance, if musical expression is based on its similarities with emotional speech, as hypothesized in the new framework, then music therapists should create musical stimuli based on similar emotion-specific patterns of acoustic parameters in speech and music (Juslin & Laukka, 2003, Table 7), perhaps also using timbres that are particularly “voice-like”, such as the cello and the violin. This might increase the chances that the therapist is able to “steer” the patient’s mood in the desired direction.

Music can also be used in therapy to create new and positive associations to stimuli that evoke, say, anxiety in patients. Such procedures involve the evaluative conditioning mechanism, and theoretical knowledge about the characteristics of this mechanism (see Table 1) might help therapists to design more efficient procedures. For instance, to make the conditioning procedure as effective as possible, perhaps the conditioning should occur outside awareness – for instance, by giving the patient some task that requires his or her attention. (Research has indicated that evaluative conditioning is more easily established outside conscious awareness; see De Houwer et al., 2005; Razran, 1954.)
The above discussion focuses on how sounds of music can be beneficial in therapy. Sometimes, however, the sounds themselves are part of the problem. As I mentioned in the introduction, PTSD involves cases where specific sounds are perceived as extremely unpleasant because they are somehow associated with traumatic and stressful events in the patient’s past. In such instances, the two mechanisms based on memory (evaluative conditioning, episodic memory) are most relevant. Memories associated with sounds may give rise to anything from nostalgic recognition to sheer fear. Studies of fear conditioning have provided examples of “one-trial-learning” to simple sounds (LeDoux, 2000). Further studies are needed to clarify the exact degree of generality and discriminability of sounds involved in EC. How similar to the sound occurring in the original traumatic event must a subsequent sound be in order to elicit the conditioned response?

Note that the two memory mechanisms (evaluative conditioning, episodic memory) have quite different implications for treatments, as suggested by the various hypotheses presented earlier. If a negative reaction to a sound is based on the largely sub-conscious evaluative conditioning mechanism, treatments that focus on conscious thought patterns may have little effect. Instead, the treatment of choice to get rid of the negative emotion associated with the sound may be to create new associations to the sound through a new conditioning procedure with repeated pairing of the sound to a positive stimulus. Episodic memories evoked by sounds, on the other hand, are presumably more amenable to a re-structuring and conscious reasoning about the previous event.

Much more could be said about the therapeutic implications of the new framework for musical emotions outlined in this chapter. However, even the simple examples above may go some way towards demonstrating that research on music and emotion might be useful also in our understanding of how sounds evoke pleasant and unpleasant emotions more generally. Hopefully, the present volume may help to motivate further collaboration among researchers and practicians in this important endeavor.²

² This research was supported by the Swedish Research Council.
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Introduction

The auditory system is phylogenetically a very old sensory system. It provides information for environmental orientation, and serves as a warning system. The vision is the most important sensory system for orientation, but hearing has a complementary function. The auditory system scans the surrounding landscape in all directions, day and night, and in terrain where the view is blocked. For this purpose the auditory system must be able to detect short, deviant sounds in a background of ambient noise. Moreover, the auditory system has a very accurate directional hearing, above all in the horizontal plane. The sound localisation process is based on dichotic hearing, a fusion of auditory input from both ears. Minor differences of arrival time, phase, and intensity of sounds between the two ears is the physiological basis for directional hearing.

The most important function of the auditory system for us is communication. Hearing constitutes the afferent branch of oral
communication, which is the fundament of social contacts. The ability to develop spoken language in early childhood is dependent on normal hearing. The presence of hearing impairment, even of moderate extent, is detrimental on the development of a language. The auditory system must be able to detect and register subtle and rapidly changing patterns of the speech regarding frequency, intensity, and rhythm, often in the presence of ambient background noise. This on-line process represents a formidable challenge on perception, cognition and working memory. This process is executed on all levels of the auditory system.

Still another function of the auditory system is to provide aesthetical qualities: music is important to most persons, and we also appreciate sounds in the nature like bird song, the wind blowing in the canopy of a tree, and the sound of the sea on a beach. These sensory inputs give us refreshment and positive experiences.

Finally, after a day in our normal soundscape at work, and in leisure time, we need to relax in a quite surrounding at home.

Anatomy and physiology of the auditory system – a short summary

The auditory system has a peripheral part and a central part. The peripheral part is constituted by the external and middle ear, by the inner ear, and by the cochlear nerve. The central part consists by the auditory pathway, that starts in the pons, passes the midbrain, and ends in the cortex (Figure 1).
Figure 1. The peripheral part of auditory system consists of the external, middle and inner ear, and the cochlear nerve (blue ellipses). The central part of the auditory system consists of the auditory pathway (red ellipse), and cortical areas (green ellipses). There are connections to other cortical areas and commissural connections between the hemispheres.

The outer part of the ear consists of the external ear and canal, the tympanic membrane and the middle ear with the three ossicles. Sound waves are conveyed from the air to the inner ear by this passive, mechanical sound transmitting system. It provides and amplification of 30 dB, and by this mechanisms a physical obstacle is overcome when air borne sound waves are transformed to sound waves in the peri- and endolymph fluids in the cochlea in the inner ear.

The cochlea is the sense organ where the mechanical energy of the sound waves are transformed to nerve impulses by approximately 15 000 hair cells. One single row of inner hair cells (IHCs) are mechanoreceptors. Three rows of outer hair cells (OHCs) modulate the sensitivity of the cochlea, and sharpen the frequency discrimination.
Figure 2. The cochlea with the sense organ, the organ of Corti. There are two types of hair cells, IHCs in one row, and OHCs in three rows. The hair bundles of the IHCs are slightly curved (upper row in the photomicrograph), and W-shaped in the OHCs (lower row).

An active, nonlinear process in the cochlea is mediated by the OHCs, and facilitates the perception of the complex sound patterns in speech. These patterns are characterized by rapid sound variations combined with slow modulations caused by speech syllables, words and intonation. Weak sounds, otoacoustic emissions (OAEs), are generated in the normal cochlea, and they reflect the active, motile function of the OHCs.
Figure 3. Different functions of the IHCs and OHCs. The IHCs function at a moderately intense levels and can perceive complex sound patterns. The OHCs sharpens the frequency discrimination.

Every hair cell has a hair bundle, consisting of about 100 kinocilia (Figure 2). At the base of the hair cell there are synaptic nerve endings from the first auditory neuron. 85 – 90% of all afferent neurons (in all about 30 000) form synaptic contact to the IHCs. A few hundred efferent nerve fibers from the brain stem make synaptic contacts to the OHCs and mediate a modulating function from the brainstem to the cochlea as an efferent regulatory system (MOC).

The central auditory system (CAS) consists of the auditory pathway, with nerve tracts and nuclei, starting at the entrance of the cochlear nerve in the pons, and passes the midbrain and subcortical areas. In the cortex there are primary, secondary and tertiary cortical areas. Commissural connections between the hemispheres are present at all levels of the auditory system from the brainstem to the corpus callosum (Figure 1).
Impairments of threshold hearing and of speech perception

When we are talking about auditory problems we most often think of hearing impairment (HI). The presence of a HI means that the sounds within a specific frequency range are not perceived when they are presented at an intensity level heard by a normal functioning ear. The range and extend of a HI can is measured with a “conventional” hearing test, the pure tone audiogram. A HI can be of a very variable extent, from mild to profound up to total deafness, when the ear cannot hear any sounds, even at intense levels. The frequency range affected also varies. In the most common types HI the high frequencies are affected more severely than the low frequencies.

The speech perception is often disturbed, in most instances in connection to a HI. High frequency HI compromises the perception of many consonants, with disturbed speech perception as a result. It is considerably easier to hear speech in quiet than in background noise. Without disturbing noise the capacity to hear monosyllables is remarkably intact in cases with mild to moderate high frequency HI, but at a certain level of HI the speech perception collapses (Figure 4). In background noise a person with even mild high frequency HI has difficulties to hear monosyllables, and the situation becomes still worse if the hearing impairment worsens (Figure 4).
Speech perception in high frequency hearing impairment, 20 – 50 y

Figure 4. Speech perception (in percent) for monosyllabic words in quiet (SPIQ) and in background noise (SPIN), adults aged 20 to 50 years. The effect of high frequency hearing impairment is shown in the figure. The average threshold elevation of the frequencies 3, 4 and 5 kHz is shown on the X-axis. Normal hearing to the left, severe hearing impairment to the right. In average, an ear with normal hearing perceives 100% of the words in quiet, and about 85% of the words in noise. High frequency HI reduces the speech perception, especially in the SPIN-situation. The data have been collected from Lidén, 1954 (SPIQ); Magnusson, 1996; Barrenäs & Wikström, 2000 (SPIN).
Many patients with normal pure tone audiograms have difficulties to perceive speech in relatively mild background noise (King-Kopetzky syndrome). The causes of this syndrome remains unknown in most instances, and might vary from psychogenic – stress related, to disturbances of the CAS. In some instances the efferent MOC system is not functioning properly.

A small group of patients with auditory neuropathy (AN) have extreme difficulties to perceive speech in quiet. These patients can hear sounds, but they cannot understand speech, that sounds totally blurred to them. The impairments in AN are complicated and poorly understood. It has been suggested that there can be selective IHC-loss, synaptic disturbances, and lesion of the cochlear nerve. The OHC function is normal in AN.

**Tinnitus**

Tinnitus is defined as a sensation of a sound, or sounds, in one or in both ears, or inside the head, such as buzzing, ringing, or whistling, occurring without an external stimulus. Tinnitus is a symptom, not a diagnose, and the causes of tinnitus vary. In many instances tinnitus is related to a concomitant HI. The peripheral lesion triggers changes of the neural input to the CAS, that activates unimpaired cortical and subcortical auditory centres. Severe tinnitus is common in profound hearing impairment and total deafness, and is regarded as a phantom sensation.

Tinnitus retraining therapy is a specific clinical method based on the neurophysiological model of tinnitus that involves the limbic system and the autonomic nervous system (Jastreboff, 2007). The method is aimed at habituation of reactions evoked by tinnitus, and subsequently habituation of the tinnitus perception. One part of the method is sound therapy, aimed at weakening tinnitus-related neuronal activity.

Other explanatory models of tinnitus are ion channel dysfunction of IHCs, impaired gate control, and ephatic transmission, “cross-talk” between nerve fibres, are other models for the generation of tinnitus (Holgers & Barrenäs, 2003). The gate control theory of pain is a model to that of sound, and hypothesizes that physical pain is not just a direct result of activation of pain receptor neurons, but is rather modulated by interaction between different neurons.

There is also a somatosensory model, in which non-auditory neural input triggers tinnitus (Shore & Zhou, 2006). These patients have most often normal hearing, measured with pure tone audiometry.
Other auditory symptoms, paracuses

Paracuses encompass a variety of disturbances of auditory perception (Hinchcliffe, 2003). Sound intolerance constitutes one important group. Hyperacusis is defined as abnormal intolerance for every-day sounds. Hyperacusis is often seen in without any deterioration of hearing sensitivity. A common cause of hyperacusis is exposure to loud noise. Phonophobia, fear of sounds, is an extreme and very disabling variant of hyperacusis, and is often present together with psychiatric conditions. Misophonia is intolerance to specific sounds. Very little is known about neurophysiological models causing sound intolerance. Dysfunction of the efferent systems (one is the MOC-system) has been proposed, as well as abnormal gate control. Autophonia is intolerance to the subject’s own voice. The condition has been related to patulous Eustachian tube caused by abnormal muscular activity.

Recruitment of loudness is a non-linear increase of loudness, seen in cochlear hearing impairment. The patient has a sensorineural hearing impairment, and suprathreshold sounds, even at levels that are fairly close to the thresholds, are disturbingly loud. The condition is seen in OHC-degeneration, and the reception of sounds of mild to moderate intensity is impaired (Figure 3). When the intensity reaches the level where the tuning curves are flattened (the domain of IHC-hearing), the reception of sounds reaches the normal level within a narrow increase of intensity. The dynamic range of loudness, from threshold to an uncomfortable level, is decreased. Recruitment should not be labelled as hyperacusis.

Sound distortion can refer to abnormal non-linear affects of the inner ear. The most common distortion is diplacusis, which is a frequency related disturbance in which a single tone is heard as two tones of different pitch in one ear, or in the two ears. It is a typical phenomenon of Ménière’s disease.

Disturbed directional hearing causes no or only minor problems in most situation. However, accurate sound localisation is useful in traffic situation and to localise a person in a crowded place.
Conclusions

Hearing impairment is only one manifestation of lesions within the auditory system. Other symptoms are problems to hear speech in noise, tinnitus, hyperacusis and other phenomena related to intolerance to sounds, sound distortion, and diplacusis (Figure 5). These manifestations of auditory lesions and symptoms occur often in combinations. Lesions, diseases and disorders are most common in the peripheral part of the auditory system,

![Auditory symptoms diagram](image)

**Figure 5.** There is a variety of auditory symptoms, often occurring in various combinations.
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Introduction

Sound is constituted by air borne pressure waves. A completely regular simple form is the sinus wave. This may vary in its excursions – amplitude variations - thereby representing higher or lower energy.

It may further have shorter or longer periods, which represent wave frequencies. The sinus waves of many separate frequencies may gather to a more complex pressure wave, which then contains a sound spectrum of frequencies.

The spectra get different contours when the separate frequencies are depicted side by side along an abscissa. Such pictures describe what is called frequency envelopes.

Two sinus tones may have exactly the same amplitude maxima and minima in time during their propagation through the air. They are in phase. Displacements between two waves may appear in any angle within the period. Phases and amplitudes may as well be depicted with regard to their envelopes in time. The sound wave contains the basic structure for communication, but the communication functions only thanks to the analyzing powers of the various detection systems in machines, animals and humans. Combinations of the basic sound parameters create endless variations of sound perceptions. In humans, the combinations importantly serve the reception of speech and have an almost equally appreciated value in music\(^1\).
Clinical aspects

In the following an abbreviated description will be made on the analyzing systems in the auditory pathway and on psychoacoustic phenomena used to reveal various aspects of them. Such descriptions help to clarify the complexity of stimulus-response relations and make one better understand implications for perception, cognition and other psychological effects.

Sound experiences become different when some neuropsychiatric disturbance overshadows the natural neurophysiological and mental system. The aim of this article is to expose the use of psychoacoustics and neurophysiology to demonstrating aberrances of the function within the auditory system in schizophrenia and ADHD.

Sounds in experiments

The elements of sound have been studied by comparisons which have been registered by sophisticated, often statistical methods such as discriminant ratings, forced-choice techniques etc. Regarding frequency and sound pressure it is found that albeit - like for all senses - they are processed in a logarithmical manner, they are further non-linear due to greater discriminant sensitivity for high pitched tones and medium loud sounds. The logarithmic scales have to be corrected into scales of subjective perception. These are called the mel-scale for pitch and sone-scale for loudness. Distances in pitch and sound pressure are measured in Mel and dB (decibel). The human ear is extremely sensitive for pitch changes and has a very low threshold for sound pressure ($10^{-12}$ Watt/cm$^2$). It should be noted, that pitch and loudness are perceptual conceptions, subject to reciprocal interactions and influences. This means that a tone may be higher or lower when combined with different sound pressures.

Spectrum of many frequencies may be depicted in sonagrams, i.e. graphic lines with the ordinate representing frequencies and the abscissa giving time. Complex sounds have a fundamental, which is the dominating, regular – often the lowest – tone, and partials, which arise by even and/or un-even parts of a sounding string or pillar of air. In speech experiments one talks of formants as corresponding to the partials of musical sounds. The combination of the fundamentals and two formants and their relative sound pressure defines the vowels in speech, and fundamentals and partials in music make voices and instruments characteristic. Any complex sound is perceived
as having a fundamental – it is appointed one by the ear – even if there exists no fundamental from an acoustic definition. It is worth mentioning that all natural sounds are complex and that the sinus tone case is an exception. Further, the ear constructs sound itself and emits it from the ear-drum. As mentioned, the central nervous system similarly constructs a fundamental when specific partials are sounding, and we perceive this as a tone (periodic pitch, Tartini pitch, musical pitch, virtual pitch, organ fundamental)³.

Psychoacoustic stimuli

Zwicker tones are produced by presenting a white noise that has a hole in it, i.e. a small range of frequencies is lacking somewhere in the middle of the spectrum. When a subject is stimulated with it for a while (30 seconds) and the stimulus then is stopped, he or she will start to hear a tone corresponding to the hole. This is a psychoacoustic after-effect, which is well known to psycho-physiologists for other sensory modalities too. After-effects vary with psychiatric conditions and are therefore valuable in the development of test methods⁴.

Another stimulus dealing with noise in the auditory system is gap detection. A noise is presented followed by silence (the gap), thereafter the noise continues again. When the gap is sufficiently short, the subject perceives a continuous sound. The normal threshold for this is normally less than 20 msec of silence duration. Longer thresholds indicate midbrain lesions (as in aging)⁵.

Masking denotes the hearing of one sound in the presence of another. Commonly, noise is used to “cover” a tone and this may be done simultaneously, forward in time or backward in time in relation to the tone. It is used to study dissolution of time and frequency in hearing. By means of moving the masker to the sides of the tone (within the frequency domain), one has assessed regions and cell populations that are tuned to sharper perceiving of pitch-heights. In this way critical bands for frequency perception have been defined⁶. These are centered automatically on the pitch that first arrives at the ear – they are so called dynamic filters.

If any component of the noise in masking experiments is shared by the stimulus tone, such as amplitude modulation (tremolo in music) or frequency modulation (vibrato in music) “release of masking” occurs. Investigations of thresholds for this are valuable to shed light of specific problems. Binaural (both ears) or dichotic (one stimulus in one ear and another in the other)
stimulation is used for research on specific questions related to directional hearing, changes of thresholds and effects on perception.

Disturbance of simultaneous masking is related to dysfunctions of peripheral structures of the hearing system while forward and backward masking point to dysfunctions of the central nervous system⁷.

Not only noise may be used to demonstrate suppression of reactions to sounds. A tone in presence with another is suppressed, less clearly heard. Two tone suppression is used experimentally in neurophysiological experiments e.g. to assess inhibition in neural networks and of cells⁸.

Virtual pitch is an interesting psychophysical phenomenon with importance for clearer hearing. When aliquots are added to a dull sounding 16 feet bass voice of the organ, the bass sound is heard very clearly and distinctly. The bass sound may be heard even without any bass pipe sounding. This mechanism evidently serves some function of sound detection within the hearing system. It was originally supposed to be a result of unresolved (the auditory system resolves a complex sound into its partial pitch components) parts of the pitch processing in the auditory pathway⁹, but has later been proposed to be a more central process based on resolved harmonics in the nervous system¹⁰. The virtual pitch is computed by the central nervous system’s pitch processors, thereby integrating binaural fusion, when accurate¹¹. Virtual pitch constitutes a possible stimulus for neuropsychiatric studies.

The resolution of pitches is a complex process influenced by the mass of elements of the incoming stimulus. This may be exemplified by the “pitch paradoxes” investigated by Diana Deutsch¹². She demonstrated that pitch judgments of ascending or descending tones are influenced by different factors such as proximity of tones and spectral envelopes.

Still more complicated may the sound experience be when binaural mechanisms are involved. The precedence effect offers such an example. In an experiment where two clicks are delayed between the two ears, they will be perceived as one click sound coming from the side of the first arriving click. If the time between them is more than 12 ms, two sounds will be heard and if it is 2 msec or less, only one sound is perceived and interpreted as coming from a central position in the auditory field. Preliminary experimental results indicate that this mechanism is dysfunctional in schizophrenia¹³.

Psychoacoustic phenomena are not only advantageous to study in connection with instantaneous events and elementary aspects of sound. On the contrary, when discontinuous sounds with broad frequency spectra dispersed in patterns are used as stimuli, many possibilities of ambivalent
interpretations arise that may lead the listener in diverse directions. This is due to the fact that so called features are created by means of cross-correlations at high levels in the central nervous system. In the owl, localization e.g., is computed in the form of a map in the matrix of cells in the superior colliculi, and the owl reacts to its prey according to combined visual and auditory cues represented as “feature” in neural activity. Humans have similar preformed neural systems in relation to syllables and linguistic sounds. Complex stimulation may contain elements that elicit features which mislead the listener and in this way auditory illusions occur.

Consider consecutive tones played very slowly. You hear the tones one by one. Played a bit faster you suddenly perceive a melody. When played very fast and with broad intervals, voices will come up and at extreme speeds mixtures of tones and noise seem to exist. That the perceptual apparatus organizes the sound material in different percepts means that different “streams” are formed. Streaming is the psychological term for the appearance of e.g. voices in a composition. The conditions for the formation of streams to show have been formulated by Albert Bregman in his monograph Auditory Scene Analysis from 1990.

Olle Olsson used streaming in his investigations on persons with schizophrenia and found that clear aberrances of perception of streaming were connected with the disorder. This was true even for the continuity illusion, which may arise in loud environments and means that the brain reconstructs missing sounds. This makes it possible to hear a single message in a noisy party; therefore it is sometimes called “the cocktail party effect”. Persons with schizophrenia further showed aberrances when compared with healthy subjects regarding contralateral induction. Contralateral induction refers to the motion of sounding objects in the environment. Localization is generally controlled by interaural time- and intensity differences between the two ears, but if e.g. spectral content is more or less identical most people will say that the sound comes from one defined sound source where the dominating spectrum is emitted, and not judge according to the time- and intensity difference cues. The process is analogous to when you see a person speak on the TV. You will hear his voice from his or her mouth, even if the loudspeaker is fairly far from the TV-set.
Neurophysiology

In order to understand the rationale for investigating neuropsychiatric states by auditory measures, a brief description of the principles of the neural functions of hearing is certainly helpful if not necessary.

The hearing system is built up by the receptor organ, the *cochlea*, and its nerve trajectories into the brain up to *cortex*. On the way to that location the signals pass main relay stations called nuclei. They are in order from bottom to top *cochlear nucleus*, *the olivary complex with trapezoid bodies*, *inferior colliculus* in the brain stem, and *medial geniculate body* in the thalamus.

In the cochlea an elastic structure called the *basilar membrane* fills the function of a sensory receptor. The sound waves become transformed to a liquid oscillation in the cochlea and due to the anatomical form of the basilar membrane and the cochlea, frequencies are spatially separated on different places of this receptor organ. Specific receptor cells, *hair cells*, transform the physical stimulation to electrical pulses which are transmitted to the *auditory nerve*. The spatial frequency representation is preserved among the *axons* (nerve fibers) of the auditory nerve, further through the whole of the pathway and even in cortex.

This example of representing different frequencies is a *code* which is fairly simple in comparison with the demands of the nerve functions for resolving most other tasks dealt with by the system. It must be recognized, that the auditory nervous system is highly differentiated. It contains cells that may fire up to at least 3000 times per second, while skin receptor cells are refractory during single decimal parts of seconds before next firing. Further, a multitude of specializations occur among auditory cells. Some are sensitive to frequency ranges, some to specific loudness ranges and some to *lateralization* (from which ear – side - signals come). There are cells that react to *features*, i.e. compound nerve processing at earlier stages in the pathway, representing e.g. calls among birds, linguistic or musical components among humans etc.

All these functions depend on anatomical specializations developed during the phylogenetic past. In the cochlear nucleus there are “bushy” cells that have trees of short *dendrites* (cell receptor branches) securing a phase constant transmission. Stellate cells on the other hand have longer dendrites, compound functions, and can signal with bursts containing variable spike numbers. Fusiform cells of the dorsal part of the nucleus have long dendrites which make them integrate signals and exert inhibition on the activity of other cells. Up to ten types of reaction patterns of single cells within the
auditory system are known, such as “on, off, sustained, chopper, pauser”, and so on.

The grouping of signals into features and finally percepts does seldom rely only on one coding principle. By inhibition, facilitation, integration and cross correlation a continuous refining of basic information takes place. Frequency is e.g. coded also in real time because the cells of the auditory nerve samples the periods of the sound wave. Together with neighboring cells they send a volley with a correct continuous electrical picture of the frequency for which they are especially sensitive. At the same time they put each frequency in the same phase because they always fire in the raise portion of the stimulation from the hair cells. It is called phase locking. But this is not enough. While exerting these specialized functions they at the same time convey a code for loudness by changing the underlying general spike rate. Furthermore, they are –from systems higher up - subjected to control of the degree of synchrony among cell firing, which is a further instrument for refined coding of maybe pitch sharpening.

The mechanisms behind phase locking has generalized counterparts elsewhere. In the owl and bat for instance, locking to space cues occurs by “space specific” cells. At higher levels a diffuse border between learning and automatic grouping (the subconscious perceptual counterpart of feature formation) exists, and there are many types of feature locking for natural sounds, harmonies, tones, linguistic word roots and so forth.

The olivary complex is designed to analyze directions of the incoming sounds. This is achieved by the phase-locked firing from the two sides. An interaural time difference results in different delays according to the angle in front of the head. The time difference is coded and space specific cells in colliculus inferior register an angle. Similarly an angle is coded for intensity difference between the ears, because the head shadows one of the sides more or less. For humans, this works in azimuth, but for positions in the vertical plane the frequency spectra from the two ears are compared since these spectra are different because of filtering in the two pinnae.

The space sensitive cells are organized in a spatial pattern, which is another principle of the function of the auditory system. As mentioned before, frequency is displayed in a topographical manner and so is loudness. Detector cells for various features – amplitude modulation frequency is an example - are similarly organized in quasi circular patterns in the inferior colliculus, the medial geniculate body and the cortex. In this way spatial maps of frequency, amplitude, space and features are organized in separated
planes, most clearly to be observed in the inferior colliculus. Time codes are converted to place (of the neuronal substrate) codes.

In the auditory cortex the mapping principle and the spatial organization is at hand. But both renewed parceling and integration occurs. Speech in bilingual persons is for example is processed at different locations for the two languages\textsuperscript{21}. On the other hand, features are created by combination sensitive neurons which react on specific combinations of loudness and frequency, and of course on combinations of other parameters. A final percept arises only after fairly long times (parts of seconds). When auditory illusions are concerned this so called build up period may take up to five seconds, before the relevant information is made conscious to the listener. Finally, the main function of the cortex is the integration of auditory information by associative connections to vision, memory, thinking etc.

**Preparatory studies**

Auditory illusions and schizophrenia was studied at the Psychoacoustic Laboratory of the Psychiatric Clinic in Lund by Olle Olsson\textsuperscript{22}. The aims of the studies were to assess aberrances of perception between persons with schizophrenia and healthy subjects. It was further anticipated that aberrances could perhaps be objectively assessed by contemporary objective measures within neurophysiology. This should in the end lead to the ultimate goal which was to offer an objective method as support for diagnostic and treatment controlling needs in psychiatry.

The aims were based on forthcoming evidence that schizophrenia is a neuropsychiatric state in its own right. It is documented since nearly a century that cortical degeneration occurs during the course of the disease, which explains the gradual deterioration of cognitive functions – the dementia – characteristic of the illness. This, however, seems to be a secondary process correlated with each psychotic exacerbation. Atrophic processes of cortical gray and white matter and microscopic cell abnormalities are demonstrated in several studies\textsuperscript{23}. Disconnectivity between functional circuits has been assessed with Diffusion Tensor Imaging. Disruption of anatomical structures is compatible with clinical symptoms of discontinuity in perceiving, thinking, talking and smooth movements regularly observed as signs of the disease. From the experimental view it has been noted, that adaptation is not as effective in schizophrenia as in healthy states. The deshabituation, as
it is called, applies to all senses and is an argument for theories of lacking filters in schizophrenia. Deficient “filters” are supposed to cause an undue increased influx of stimuli to the central nervous system, thereby causing chaos in mental processing.

Neurophysiological dysfunctions in prepsychotic states and within relatives of psychotic patients point towards the existence of trait markers of an elementary character. Thus, Freedman et al have documented abnormality of an electrophysiological brain wave after 50 ms post stimulus. After 300 ms several studies have shown abnormalities of evoked auditory responses of the common electroencephalogram (EEG). Näätänen et al studied another characteristic of the EEG, the so called “mis-match negativity”. This is a response which shows for healthy subjects after a short break in an otherwise continuous sound stimulation. Persons with schizophrenia show abnormal results in this examination. Green has shown that visual masking does not function normally for schizophrenics as indeed Källstrand et al observed in connection with auditory masking.

A study by means of fMRI (functional Magnetic Brain-Imaging) with the use of a tonal streaming as stimulus was performed in Vienna 2001 – 2002. The study was very elaborate and time-consuming and therefore only few patients could be measured at the cost and time given for the study. Far less did we reach the goal to include schizophrenic patients. However, a valuable finding was seen for those 3 patients who validly reported the hearing of streaming and were technically measured in a reliable manner. As seen from the figure 1 there is no activation of associative connections of the cortex. The processing of streaming appears to take place within networks within the brainstem, thalamus and up to the gyri of the temporal lobe. This fact supports a supposition made within psychology, that automatic grouping, such as streaming, is a genuine or primitive function without elements of any conscious processing.
Figure 1: fMRI activation of streaming in a sample of healthy subjects tentatively showing, that streaming is mainly processed in subcortical generators and that it is not a process of associative cortical activity.

From the assertions related above it became logical to direct the attention to the brain stem in order to search for neurophysiological correlates with stimuli provoking automatic grouping in the nervous system.

A few postulates for the continuing work with auditory brain stem evoked response (see below!) were put forward:

Persons with schizophrenia harbor constitutional traits (neurophysiological markers) which make them susceptible to react with clinical signs of the schizophrenic disorder when exposed to releasing factors.

The fundamental pathological processes in schizophrenia may affect any part or parts of a sensory or motor system and are not localized at any spot in the nervous system.

The assessment of neurophysiological correlates must therefore rely on complex stimulation and complex measurements.

Analysis of differential measurements must take into account both general differences and systematic discrepancies related to single elements of the stimuli and the singular response patterns of the nuclei corresponding to the peaks and troughs of the ABR-waves.
There are several techniques available for investigating the functional state of the brain stem. For practical reasons the BERA (Brain stem Evoked Response Audiometry) also denoted ABR (Auditory Brain stem Response) was chosen. A number of different sounds were composed to serve as convenient triggers to target the earlier revealed weaknesses in the schizophrenic perception. The sounds were patented. Then, the stimuli and test parameters were organized to suit the technical requests of ABR-measurements as it is commonly used in audiology. When this had succeeded the testing of healthy subjects and persons with schizophrenia began. It has turned out that differences of the ABR-waves between the two groups reliably separate them from each other. As hypothesized, there is no simple differentiation between a non-specific stimulation and any certain peak or trough of the resulting brain wave. Differences are only discerned by sophisticated analysis of the waves regarding correlations with specific qualities of the diversified acoustic stimuli. The analysis was based on the huge amount of data acquired from the measurements and was accomplished through weighting of significant discrepancies. Results from our studies are in line with our hypotheses and postulates and the discrimination between groups of persons with schizophrenia and groups of healthy subjects is over 90 percent. Preliminary findings on ADHD seem to be very promising. The S-Detect method, an application of ABR for psychiatric use, has been developed in consequence with the studies. It is predicted to get an important role as a support within clinical psychiatry.
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Abstract

Noise is typically conceived as being detrimental for cognitive performance. Contrary to this notion recent studies have found that auditory noise may in some cases improve cognition. Recent data and theories suggest that this beneficial effect of noise depends on several factors including the type of task being performed and noise levels. More importantly, whereas some groups of children increase performance during noise other groups declines. From our point of view these findings can be accounted for in a neurocomputational theory where noise interacts with dopamine, environmental factors, and individual levels of dopamine, where well controlled levels of noise may be beneficial for cognitive performance.
Introduction to noise induced enchantments of cognitive performance

Noise is typically considered to be deleterious for cognitive functioning. Under most circumstances cognitive processing is easily disturbed by noise from the environment and non-task distractors, an effect that has been known for a long time (Broadbent, 1954, 1957, 1958a, 1958b). The effect of distraction is believed to be due to competition for attentional resources between the target stimuli and the distractor i.e., the distractor removes attention from the target task. Repeated research on this topic has demonstrated this finding to hold across a wide variety of target tasks, distractors and participant populations (Belleville et al., 2003; Boman et al., 2005; Hygge et al., 2003; Rouleau & Belleville, 1996; Shidara & Richmond, 2005). Most experiments since Broadbent’s days’ have dealt with the negative effects of noise and distraction. However recently, in contrast to the main body of evidence regarding distractors and noise, the opposite has been shown. Two studies were able to demonstrate that under certain circumstances ADHD participants could benefit from auditory, task irrelevant noise presented concurrently with the target task (Abikoff et al., 1996; Gerjets et al., 2002). This finding is particular surprising because persons with attentional problems, for example attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) children are known to be more vulnerable to distraction compared to normal control children (Blakeman, 2000; Brodeur & Pond, 2001; Higginbotham & Bartling, 1993). These studies did not, however, provide a satisfactory theoretical account for why noise was beneficial for cognitive performance. Our research has recently extended these findings and suggested a theoretical framework for understanding these apparently contradictory results. We showed that auditory stimulation effect had different effects on the memory performance of children with ADHD and control children (Söderlund et al., 2007). These effects were replicated in two studies for children with sub-clinical attentional problems (Söderlund et al., in progress). In this chapter we review or findings that the noise induced improvements in cognitive performance can be accounted for by a statistical phenomenon that occurs in threshold-based system called stochastic resonance. We suggest that auditory noise can, under certain prescribed circumstances, improve attention and cognitive performance in inattentive children. We review a model and findings that shows a link between noise stimulation and cognitive performance. This is accomplished in the Moderate Brain Arousal (MBA) model (Sikström
Stochastic resonance (SR) is the counterintuitive phenomenon by which weak signals that cannot be detected because they are presented under detection threshold, become detectable when additional random (stochastic) noise is added (Moss et al., 2004). SR may be conceived as that noise adds additional energy to the signal and pushes it above the threshold for detection. However, it should be noted that beneficial effect of SR is found also when the threshold is lower than the signal.

SR, although a paradoxical phenomenon, is well established across a range of settings; it exists in any threshold-based system with noise and signal that requires the passing of a threshold for the registering of a signal. Figure 1 is a representation of this phenomenon.

**Figure 1:** Stochastic resonance where a weak sinusoidal signal goes undetected as it does not bring the neuron over its activation threshold. With added noise, the same signal results in action potentials.

SR has been identified in a number of naturally occurring phenomena and the concept has been used to explain climate changes (Benzi et al., 1982); bistable optical systems (Gammaitoni et al., 1998); mechanoreceptors of the crayfish (Douglass et al., 1993); and the feeding behavior in the paddlefish
In particular SR has been found in neural systems and in behavioral data. Threshold phenomena in neural systems are linked to the all-or-none nature of action potentials and they can be modeled by a non-linear activation function, the sigmoid function, that estimates the probability that a neural cell will fire (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990). This firing probability or gain parameter modifies how responsive a neural cell is to stimulation; the higher gain (less random response) the better performance. In humans SR has been found in the different modalities, including audition (Zeng et al., 2000), vision (Simonotto et al., 1999), and touch (Wells et al., 2005) etc., where moderate noise improves sensory discriminability. In fMRI scans a moderate noise level increased neural cortical activity in visual cortex (Simonotto et al., 1999).

Interestingly, the SR effect is not restricted to sensory processing; SR has been found an enhancing effect in higher cognitive functions as well. Auditory noise improved the speed of arithmetic computations in a normal population (Usher & Feingold, 2000). The amount of noise to induce an SR-effect on higher functions is much higher as compared to the ones used in signal detection experiments. In Usher et al.’s. (2000) experiment noise levels ranged between 50-90dB and performance, as measured by reaction times, were fastest at 77dB noise level. Moreover, SR can be transferred to other modalities as e.g. auditory noise improves visual detection (Manjarrez et al., 2007) and has a role in the motor system as well (Martinez et al., 2007). SR may also play a role in patients with neuro degenerative disease suggesting that SR may also improve central processing (Yamamoto et al., 2005). Tactile stochastic stimulation provided by vibrating insoles improved balance control in elderly (Priplata et al., 2003), in stroke and diabetes patients (Priplata et al., 2006), and also improved gait i.e. speed, stride length and variability in Parkinson patients’ (Novak & Novak, 2006).

Inattention, dopamine and Stochastic Resonance

Noise induced cognitive enhancement is of particular interest in ADHD children that normally are viewed as having severe problem with attention. There are several types of attentional problems, and these problems are also depending on the subtype of ADHD (Nigg, 2005). Paradigms involving attention deficits include; delay aversion, deficit in arousal/activation regulation, and executive function/inhibitory deficits (Castellanos & Tannock, 2002). Delay aversion is the phenomena that characterized by intolerance for
waiting and is believed to be related to difficulty in sustaining attention on
long and boring tasks (Sonuga-Barke, 2002). Poor regulation of activation
or arousal are also connected with inattention (Castellanos & Tannock,
2002) and hyperactivity may be regarded as a form of self-stimulation to
achieve a higher arousal level. Executive deficits are predominantly linked to
impairments in working memory and effortful attentional control shown in
the difficulty to stop an ongoing response and response shift (Casey et al.,
1997).

The MBA model suggests that attentional problem adheres from to
strong reactions from environmental stimuli that are caused by too low levels
of extracellular dopamine. Dopamine signaling comes in two different forms.
One form is stimulus independent, more or less continuous and is called
tonic firing. This from determines the amount of dopamine in the extra-
cellular fluid. The second form is fast and stimulus dependent, and is called
phasic dopamine release. The tonic form modulates the phasic form via a pre-
synaptic auto feedback mechanism. Autoreceptors in the pre-synaptic cell are
activated when the tonic level is too high and suppresses spike-dependent
phasic dopamine release. However, when the tonic levels are low the phasic
releases increases (Grace, 1995). Too much tonic firing inhibits phasic release
and is, according the MBA model, associated with cognitive rigidity. Low tonic
levels, in contrast, cause neuronal instability and boosted phasic responses
(Grace et al., 2007). Excessive phasic transmission could cause instability
in the neuronal network activation and is related to symptoms of failure to
sustain attention, distractibility and excessive flexibility that are common in
ADHD. It is known that ADHD has low tonic dopamine levels (Volkow et
al., 2002) and from the MBA perspective this leads to an abundance of phasic
dopamine release and behavioral problems. In this context we prefer to view
ADHD not as a discrete category, rather we believe that children could be
more or less more likely to have the symptoms that are typical of ADHD and
it should be viewed as a continuous dimension. From this view ADHD like
symptoms are spread in the in the populations and can explain inattention
and hyperactivity seen in normal populations as well. A major insight gained
from the MBA model is that individual differences in the level of background
noise within the neural system (linked to differences in dopamine signaling)
will be reflected in different effects of environmental noise on performance.

Simulation of dopamine in neural cells shows that a neural system
with low dopamine levels requires more noise for an optimal performance.
This modeling has been contacted in the MBA model where dopamine is
manipulated by the gain parameter. This modeling shows that children with low levels of dopamine (ADHD and inattentive) require more noise than attentive children to perform well in cognitive tasks. Attentive children are believed to have enough internal noise for performing well. Therefore, neural systems with low levels of noise, as in inattention, require more external noise for the facilitating effect of SR to be observed. Accordingly, systems with high internal noise levels require less external noise. In this sense the individual levels of neural noise, and the individual SR curve, influence the external noise and performance differently. The effect of noise on performance follows an inverted U-shaped curve. A moderate noise is beneficial for performance whereas too little and too much noise diminish performance. Levels of noise that enhance performance of children with low internal noise attenuate performance for children with higher levels of internal noise. The MBA model takes as an input an external noise and a signal that in turn activates internal neural noise and signal. Through the SR phenomenon these provide an output measured by cognitive performance. Thus, this provides a straightforward prediction of noise-induced improvement in cognitive performance in ADHD and inattentive children.

To conclude, the MBA model predicts that the dopamine system modulates the SR phenomenon leading to that cognitive performance in ADHD and inattentive children benefits from noisy environments. The stochastic resonance curve is right shifted in ADHD due to lower dopamine. The MBA model predicts that for a given cognitive task ADHD children and inattentive children require more external noise or stimulation, compared to control children, in order to reach optimal (i.e. moderate) brain arousal level. This prediction is tested in three studies that are reviewed below.

Experimental support of the MBA model The affirmed predictions of the MBA model have been experimentally tested in three studies consisting of an episodic memory task where participants are learning word pairs. The main manipulations were auditory noise and grouping of children based on ADHD and other behavioral testing. Participants are presented with verbal commands, simple verb – noun sentences such as “roll the ball” or “break the match” (Nilsson, 2000). At the subsequent memory test, participants are instructed to remember as many of the verbal commands presented as possible. Results from the studies are summarized in figures 2 to 4 below. For a more extensive description of study 1 see Söderlund et al. (2007), study 2 and 3 see Söderlund, Sikström and Loftesnes (in preparation).
In study 1 (Söderlund et al. 2007), ADHD and normal children participated in a word pair learning task followed by a free recall task, which as conducted either during noise exposure or a silent control condition. The results showed an interaction between noise and group when medicated children where excluded while medication could be a possible confound. \( (F(1,33) = 5.73, p = .023, \eta^2 = .15) \) (see Figure 2). When the medicated group was included, to see if noise effect was present in this group too, in the assessment the interaction between noise and group became stronger \( (F(1,40) = 8.41, p = 0.006, \eta^2 = .17) \).

Study 2 (Söderlund, Sikström and Loftesnes, in preparation) comprised of a normal population of school children where children were divided into groups depending on cognitive performance. Cognitive performance was measured by teacher’s judgment of general scholastic skills in three levels: average, above and below average. While the below group only consisted of four participants the below and average groups were merged together Figure 3A shows that the interaction between noise and group is significant \( (F(1,30) = 5.92, p = 0.021, \eta^2 = .14) \). The significant difference between groups in the no noise condition \( (t(30)= 3.67, p= .001) \) disappears in the noise condition (Figure 3A).
Study 3 (Söderlund, Sikström & Loftesnes, in preparation) were an extension and replication of study 2, which also consisted of a normal population of school children. The children were grouped according to (1) teachers’ judgments of general school performance, (2) teacher judgments of inattention/hyperactivity, and (3) the score on a Raven test. The results are presented in figures 3B, 4A, and 4B (below), note that group sizes differ between the figures.

In Study 3, there was a significant interaction effect between noise and below/above groups, however, there was no interaction effect involving the middle group (Figure 3B). Note that the memory performance level was significantly lower for the below group as compared to the average and above groups ($F(2,48)= 8.51, p= .001$).

In Study 3, there was a significant interaction effect between noise and below/above groups, however, there was no interaction effect involving the middle group (Figure 3B). Note that the memory performance level was significantly lower for the below group as compared to the average and above groups ($F(2,48)= 8.51, p= .001$).

**Figure 3A.** Recall performance as a function of noise and school performance in two groups (teachers judgments: above N= 12, below/average N= 20).

**Figure 3B.** Study 3: Recall performance as a function of noise and school performance (teachers judgments in three groups: above N= 22; average N= 22; below N= 7).
In Study 3, the interaction between noise and Raven score was significant (F(2,48)= 3.35, p= .044, eta2=.12) (Figure 4B). Note that the difference in memory performance between below and high performing groups disappeared with noise exposure when t-tested separately. Figure 4A shows the lowest p-value in the interaction between attention and noise (F(2,48)= 4.99, p=.011, eta2=.17). Inattentive children did benefit most from noise and there was no main effect on performance of group, all groups performed at the same level (F(2,48) = 1.28, p = .288).

Conclusions

Traditionally, noise has been conceived as being detrimental for cognitive performance. Recent results from our laboratory shows that this picture has to be revised. Several independent datasets are now showing that noise may actually be beneficial for cognition. However, this beneficial effect only occurs in well defined circumstances. First of all the volume of the noise has to be well tuned for the task. Our data (see also Usher, 2000) shows beneficial effect during noise levels within 70-80 decibel, where lower levels show weaker or absent effects, and higher volumes are detrimental for performance. The aforementioned noise levels apply to cognitive testing and are much larger than the noise levels showing benefits in perceptual auditive tests, where most of stochastic resonance studies have been conducted. More importantly, our studies shows that the benefit of noise differ depending on the groups of participants, where some groups show benefits in cognitive performance by noise, whereas for other groups a decline in performance is found for the same noise levels. Groups that show benefits in performance are ADHD children and children with low cognitive skills, whereas normal controls and particularly high achieving children show decline in performance. The decline in performance for some of the groups should not be interpreted as that noise always is bad for these groups. In contrast the MBA framework suggests that these participants may benefit of noise at other noise levels, or in other task. This framework further suggests that moderate amount of noise may increase the neural activity to optimal levels, and function as a substitute for insufficient dopamine levels. Further studies from our group will focus on directly measure how noise influence dopamine levels and the neural activity. This line of research may potential lead to possibilities of tuning our neural systems to optimal levels. In the future, this environmental therapy may be an alternative to classical pharmacological therapies.
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Introduction

In this text the phenomena of tinnitus and hypersensitivity to sound will be highlighted. Tinnitus is defined as the experience of sound that does not come from an exterior source. One can speak of tinnitus as “sound in silence”. It often concerns shrieking, whistling, rushing sounds, but many other sounds may occur (Andersson, 2000). On the other hand, tinnitus does not include meaningful sound. The experience of, for example voices or music does not count as tinnitus. The occurrence of tinnitus is widespread. At least 15% of the adult population have some form of recurring tinnitus, even if a lesser part of these are troubled by it. Epidemiological studies suggest that 2% of the population suffer from severe tinnitus. The problem increases with age and is rare among younger people, but common among the elderly. In certain cases tinnitus can occur in children and the risks of exposure to noise among youngsters should be taken seriously (Olsen Widen and Erlandsson, 2004). It should be added that musicians can often get tinnitus which is related to the exposure to sound their ears suffer in the musician’s profession. The fact remains though that tinnitus increases with progressive age, which mainly depends on increasing hearing impairment among the elderly, and that tinnitus has close proximity to hearing impairment.

Sound sensitivity is a closely related phenomenon, especially with regard to extreme sound sensitivity so called hyperacusis (Andersson et al., 2005b). This pertains to sensitivity to everyday sounds, and not therefore only to
loud sounds, which is reported by almost half the population. The term hyperacusis means that the patient reacts strongly to the screwing up of a piece of paper, traffic, and a number of sounds that would not usually lead to reactions of pain or distress. A small number go so far as to protect themselves with earplugs, which in some cases can be motivated for loud sounds, but for everyday sounds tends to leads to the patient becoming more sensitive (Formby et al., 2003). The prevalence of hyperacusis is unclear, but a Swedish study found an prevalence of 9% (Andersson et al., 2002). If we look at more serious hyperacusis, where the person protects himself, the prevalence is likely to be sufficiently less, 1 -2% (Baguley and Andersson, 2007)

Can it be measured?

Tinnitus is measured, as is pain, with the help of evaluation on the part of the patient. Tinnitus has certainly objectively been established in the brain with the help of brain scanning techniques, but these have, as yet, no practical clinical use (Andersson et al., 2005a). It is of interest that tinnitus appears to engage those parts of the brain that “interpret sound”, that is to say secondary areas in the auditory cortex. Even activation in the areas that steer attention (Andersson et al., 2006) and emotion (Lockwood et al., 1998) has been observed. Although the sound of tinnitus itself cannot be measured, it is important to measure hearing levels and to make other possible tests to investigate hearing pathology and problems that may be related to, for example, the jaw. With the help of an audiometer one can partly recreate tinnitus and ask the patient to evaluate the level. One can also ask the patient to report when tinnitus can no longer be heard if it is masked by an external sound (static). These methods have no obvious clinical relevance, but can be experienced as important by the patient as the symptoms are being taken seriously.

Sound sensitivity and hyperacusis are also measured mainly by self-report scales and patient interviews. Distress thresholds can be measured with an audiometer, but in certain cases this is impossible or of no diagnostic value, as it is unreliable and dependent on instructions. In other words, the patient can “cope” in the test situation, but be tormented by the same level of sound in everyday life. Sound sensitivity occurs frequently among those afflicted with tinnitus and hearing impairments. In this instance it should be noted that it can imply so called recruitment, which is a term to describe a greatly increased level of discomfort with loud sounds, but which does not apply to
everyday sounds. Recruitment means that sound level increase is not linear. This is something that modern hearing aids are often capable of handling. Hyperacusis is not the same thing, but recruitment and hyperacusis can be present together, especially if the term hyperacusis is not reserved for people without hearing impairment.

Problems connected to tinnitus and sound sensitivity

If we start with tinnitus we can list *the complaint categories* that are related to tinnitus trouble. These include sleeping problems, depression and anxiety, hearing problems and concentration problems that the patient relates to tinnitus (Andersson et al., 2005a). With severe tinnitus, simultaneous depression and anxiety are not unusual (Zöger et al., 2001). The handicap can apply to work and participation in life in general. Some severely affected tinnitus patients cannot accept that they have tinnitus and avoid situations. Tinnitus can be stressful for some, but stress alone is not thought to cause tinnitus, it rather exacerbates the discomfort and becomes a consequence of tinnitus. By far the most common problem that tinnitus patients describe is that tinnitus never disappears and that they “miss silence” (Andersson and Edvinsson, 2008). Discomfort can vary. For some, sleep is the most troublesome while for others it might be concentration.

The handicap caused by hyperacusis is similar to problems suffered by patients with chronic pain. It often concerns difficulty in remaining in certain environments. Partaking in activities may also prove difficult. For musicians hyperacusis can, for example, mean that they cannot continue with their work.

Which groups have the greatest problems?

In glaring contrast to what is reported in the newspapers, it is older people who have the greatest problem with tinnitus (Davis and El Rafiae, 2000). However, they seldom seek help for their tinnitus trouble and the typical tinnitus patient in the clinic is likely to be in their fifties. Although it happens that young people can be afflicted with acute tinnitus, but they seldom develop long term symptoms, even if these can occur. Severe tinnitus in children is rare. There is no clear gender difference, but men and women
differ in their discomfort. There are several factors which increase the risk of developing severe tinnitus. The degree of hearing impairment, dejection and anxiety, and according to one theory, the degree to which tinnitus is associated with something negative are factors that can predetermine the development of tinnitus trouble (Andersson and Westin, 2008). Concerning hyperacusis there is still little support from research, but in clinic we often see such professional groups as teachers and musicians (Anari et al., 1999). We should remember though that not everybody with hyperacusis can be found within the world of audiology (Andersson et al., 2005). With hyperacusis, migraine attacks for example, are common.

What forms of treatment are there and how successful are they?

There are many forms of treatment that have been tried on tinnitus. One category attempts to silence tinnitus. In principle there is nothing to support that this works, with the exception of patients with an obvious ear pathology which can be treated surgically (e.g. otosclerosis). On the other hand there is more hope for the kind of treatment that concentrates on alleviating distress. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) can be found among these, which is the method that has the strongest support in research (Martinez Devesa et al., 2007). CBT includes working with relaxation, thoughts, concentration, and where relevant, sleep, and noise sensitivity. A self-help book based on CBT principles is available in Swedish (Kaldo and Andersson, 2004), and has been tried with good results in a controlled study (Kaldo et al., 2007). A method called Tinnitus Retraining Therapy (TRT) has some support (Jastreboff and Hazell 2004). There exist a number of other experimental methods and several complimentary medical treatments such as acu-puncture. Support for these is virtually non-existent or of doubtful quality. Severely afflicted patients with diagnosed depression can be helped by antidepressant drugs. But antidepressants should not be prescribed for most tinnitus patients according to a Cochrane review (Baldo et al., 2006). The treatment of hyperacusis is often good, but there are unfortunately no controlled studies to support this statement. Hyperacusis treatment requires a gradual approach (exposure) to sound, without the patient protecting himself too much. Sound stimulators that produce static can help, but for the most severe cases one should consider a referral to a psychologist with a focus on CBT. (Baguley and Andersson, 2007).
Conclusions

Tinnitus and sound sensitivity are common phenomena which we only partly understand. Tinnitus research is an active area and several different methods of treatment have been tried. With regard to extreme sensitivity to sound there is so far very little research. Modern psychological research studies cognitive mechanisms, but also strategies to better enable the acceptance of that tinnitus cannot be cured. Certain forms of tinnitus may, in the future, be curable, but at the moment no safe and guaranteed effective method exists that can silence tinnitus. However, there is much that can be done to relieve discomfort, and among these methods CBT has the strongest support in research.

(Translation: Janet Kinnibrugh)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Previous investigations indicate that noise may be a serious occupational and public health problem in preparatory schools [1,2]. Typical A-weighted sound pressure levels (LpAeq 8h) are in the range of 75-80 dB in Sweden. Data from our own measurements in pre-schools show similar tendencies, with personnel on average being exposed to 78 dB LpAeq 95% CI (77.3-78.7) when being indoors. Children are generally exposed to higher levels and our data show that they on average are exposed to 85dB LpAeq 95%CI (83.7-86.3) when being indoors. The individual exposure dose is affected by the own voice and parallel studies [3,4] have resulted in estimations of the contribution of voice during different conditions. For example if the wearer of the dosimeter is speaking during 50% of the time in a background level of 70 dB LpAeq the contribution can be estimated to 5 dB, and if speaking during 20% of the time the estimated contribution is 3 dB. How this applies to the field situation remains to be analyzed.

The main sources for the sounds are children activities in the rooms. The level and the sound characteristics are influenced by the room acoustics, the total number of children, the number of children per room, but also
other factors such as the pedagogic methods applied, the awareness of the noise problem, the occurrence of other noise sources such as traffic and ventilation systems can be expected to play a role. Official statistics from the work environment show that fifty percent of the female pre-school teachers report that they are exposed to sound levels that make it impossible to speak with a normal voice during at least 25% of their working day [5]. Reported problems among the personnel are “tired ears”, general tiredness, lack of energy, stress and voice problems. [2, 6, 7]. The adverse health effects of these rather high sound pressure levels and long exposure times per day for preschool children are less well known. It has been suggested that children may be at particular risk of developing noise induced hearing impairment [8,9], due to their behaviour at play and possibly to increased age-related vulnerability [9], but precise knowledge is lacking. As children need a better signal to noise ratio to understand speech as compared to normal hearing adults, the noisy environments in pre-schools could lead to a reduced or delayed understanding of speech and later impaired reading and writing abilities [10, 11]. Children with another mother tongue than Swedish and children with hearing impairment are especially affected. In order to make themselves heard in the noisy environment, pre-school children need to raise their voices or in fact scream and there is a risk for acute and chronic voice disorders [12, 13]. Apart from these effects it can not be excluded that noise also for children lead to a general tiredness, reduced wellbeing and stress related symptoms.

It could be assumed that children who voluntary and gladly produce sounds when they play also would be less disturbed or distressed by these. While this may be true for shorter periods of the day, we do not know how they feel when spending 6-10 hours in a noisy environment.

In order to increase the knowledge of how the sound environment at pre-schools affects the health of children and personnel a three-year research project has been initiated at Occupational and Environmental Medicine. The project is financed by the Swedish council for working life and Social research (FAS) and the Swedish research council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial planning (FORMAS). A further aim is to evaluate the results of an intervention program aimed to improve the acoustic conditions at pre-schools and finally to see if the improved acoustic conditions have a positive effect on health.

The study sites are all in the city of Mölndal - a municipality of about 59000 inhabitants in the south west of Sweden. The study population
comprises seven randomly selected pre-schools. They were part of a larger renovation program in the city of Mölndal with special emphasis to improve the acoustic conditions in order to reduce the noise levels generated by the activities inside the pre-schools. The study population also comprises three pre-schools where no renovation had been undertaken (controls).

The renovation program include putting up ceiling panels (absorbents class A), and also in some cases addition of absorbents to one wall in the children’s play room, change of flooring to vinyl flooring with acoustic properties. The chairs are fitted with chair pads. In all pre-schools, including the controls, the table surface is made of an acoustically soft material (type vinyl Tapiflex).

The selected pre-schools are studied in the autumn one month before the renovation and in the spring at least three months after the renovations. Measurements of noise levels are done during a week using sound level meters (B&K 2260) with the microphone hanging from the ceiling in the rooms, individual dosimeters (SPARK 705+) worn every day by two children and two personnel. Room acoustic measures are done in empty rooms before and after the renovation. Subjective data are collected using questionnaires distributed to the personnel, the parents while the children are interviewed. Voice-data are recorded at four specific intervals during the day, as well as during activities during the day for one child and one personnel.

Before the study, a number of challenges were identified, the major being that methods to study the effects of noise on pre-school aged children were lacking. We did not know how preschool-aged children recognize, communicate, perceive and are affected by the sounds at their preparatory school. This knowledge was necessary in order to develop a questionnaire assessing possible adverse effects on children. The process carried out to develop the interview questionnaire to be used for children aged 4-6 years will be summarised in the following. For further information see [14].
2 Children´s Perspectives of Sound Environment in Pre-schools

2.1 A qualitative approach

Constructivist grounded theory was used as the qualitative approach, taking the perspective that individuals create social realities through their interpretation as well as through individual and collective actions [15].

2.2 Sampling procedure and study-sample

The preschools were strategically selected, to capture a variation of soundscapes environments and pedagogic principles. Prior to each interview the children’s parents were informed about the study and gave their written consent. Also the children were asked whether they would like to participate or not. All children in the five selected preschools, 4-6 years old and present the day the interviews took place was interviewed. This formed a sample of 36 young children. The sampling and data-collection proceeded parallel with analysis, in line with grounded theory methodology, until theoretical saturation was reached.

2.3 Focus-group interviews

Qualitative focus group interviews were used in order to generate a depth of understanding into the young children’s shared perceptions and experiences of the preschool sound environment [16, 17]. Their perceptions of positive and negative sounds were explored as well as their perceptions and management of consequences. Eleven focus group interviews with 1-3 participants in each group were completed.

2.4 Qualitative analysis

The analysis of data was in line with constructivist grounded theory approach [14], with initial systematic description and secondly conceptualising theory development. Theoretical notes and theoretical discussion within the research group was used to deepen the analysis. The interviews were coded in order to describe categories and their relations.
3 RESULTS

3.1 Qualitative description of young children’s perception of the sound environments at pre schools

The result describes how young children relate their experience of sounds to which consequences the sound had for themselves, the type of sound, their understanding of its source, their bodily experience of the sound and the communicating opportunities the sound may have for them.

In general four categories of sounds could be deduced from the data: Threatening sounds, High frequency sounds, Background sounds and Communicating sounds.

**Threatening sounds**

Threatening sounds were sounds like: screams, cry and angry voices. These sounds were experienced as negative, threatening and discomforting. The interviewed young children did often relate this noise to a certain child, which often screamed and thereafter became angry, violent or very sad and upset. The interviewed children described their discomfort in these situations.

**High-frequency sounds**

Children also described high discomfort when there were high-frequency noises at the preschool. Squeaking, creaking and scratching noise was described as unexpected and as a physical experience. For example noise from squeaking and creaking bicycles, table wares, plates, doors or swings.

**Background sounds**

Background sounds from e.g. a fan, radiators, computers were often non-reflected, unknown sounds, not easy to communicate. Many children noted these sounds but some did not notice them at all, although there might be high at rather high levels. Children also showed their uncertainty and lack of knowledge about the source of the background noise, making it difficult to communicate and reflect upon it.

**Communicating sounds**

Some expressed sounds were interpreted as communicating and learned noise. These sounds could be sounds from animals, e.g. how a dog sounds.
Or, family noises such as “my mum is snoring”.

**Strategies for discomforting sounds**

The strategies mentioned by the children when hearing discomforting sounds were holding their ears, hiding, running away, running out to the play-ground or go to the teacher.

**Described bodily experience of sounds**

The young children described “how they felt” when they were exposed to disliked sounds. The descriptions were often physical and emotional. They could experience a “pain in their ears”, that they felt it, in their stomach, that their heart was beating very fast, that it hurt in their head or spin in their head or just that they felt bad and felt discomfort. They handled this by avoiding strategies, e.g. withdrawal and “holding their ears”, hiding, running away or running out to the play-ground.

**4 CONCLUDING COMMENTS**

Personnel and to an even higher degree children at pre-schools are exposed to high sound levels during time spent indoors. In order to better understand how children perceive their sound environment focus group interviews were carried out. The qualitative methods used gave us insights beyond what could have been achieved using the common quantitative measurement techniques.

The children’s experience of sounds was related to which consequences the sound had for them in their immediate being. They described various experience related to the type of sound and also their understanding of its source. Further, their described consequences were typically experienced as physical, i.e. as within their bodily. Their descriptions of sounds they disliked could be formed into different categories of sounds. These sounds were disliked to a high degree and resulted in avoidance strategies among the children. The findings also enabled us to construct a questionnaire that is used in interviews with children.
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INTRODUCTION

Speech understanding is more difficult in situations with background noise than in situations without noise and this is further hampered if the listener is hearing-impaired (Divenyi & Simon, 1999; Hällgren, Larsby, Lyxell & Arlinger, 2001; Schneider, Daneman & Pichora-Fuller, 2002). Understanding speech in noise engages the individual’s cognitive system to a higher extent as a larger portion of the spoken signal is either missing or ambiguous and has to be inferred or disambiguated by means of cognitive operations (Lunner, 2003; Lyxell, Andersson, Olsson & Borg, 2003; Pichora-Fuller, 2003, Schneider & Pichora-Fuller, 2000). The level of speech understanding may also vary as a function of the type of listening task that is required in the background noise. That is, the performance in listening tasks that requires some form of execution based on the spoken information (i.e., active listening) taxes the individual’s cognitive abilities relatively more compared to listening situations where such requirements are not present (passive listening). The nature of the interfering noise is also important for the degree of interference with speech understanding (e.g. the spectrum and temporal features: Dreschler et al, 2001 and Magnusson, 1995). In order to handle this multivariate situation and to construct useful and reasonably reliable and valid test situations, standard masking noise has typically been composed of, for example speech spectrum noise, babble noise or ICRA-noise (Dreschler et al, 2001) An alternative,
but less frequently used, approach is to record and edit naturalistic noise sequences representative of specific classes of environmental situations (e.g., a specific workplace). In the present study focus is on hearing impaired and normal hearing day-care centre teachers and a typical sound environment at the day-care centre entrance hall was created (cf., Tun & Wigfield, 1999).

The general purpose of the present study is to examine the possible relationship between the individual’s cognitive skills, type of listening situation (active vs passive) in a naturalistic background noise (i.e., the noise specific for their workplace environment) and perceived effort during and after listening. In the study, we will compare the performance of two groups of day-care centre teachers; one with hearing-impairment and a group of matched normal hearing individuals with respect to cognitive skills, perceived effort and listening in naturalistic situations.

In the present study, the listening tasks will be constituted by the “Just-follow-conversation” paradigm (JFC; Hygge, Rönnberg, Arlinger & Larsby, 1992; Hygge, 2003). In this paradigm, the participants listen to a story that is presented against a competing background noise. The background noise is presented at a fixed or individual sound level (65 dB A, most comfortable level, or maximal acceptable level) and the individual’s task is to adjust the sound level of the speaker to a level where it is just possible to follow the content of the story. JFC has proved to be a sensitive method to investigate speech perception in noise for populations of (young and old) hearing-impaired and normal hearing listeners (Borg et al., 1999). Two different JFC-tasks will be used, one with passive and one with active listening. The passive listening condition will follow the standard JFC procedure, where the individual’s task is to adjust the sound level of the speaker to the level where they are able to just follow the speaker. This is also the situation in the active listening task but the individuals are, in addition, required at random time intervals during listening, to answer simple questions based on the content of the story. The same story is employed in both tasks and background noise was constituted by noise typically occurring in day-care centres (e.g., children screaming and playing, adults conversing). The hypothesis is that the active listening task will require a more active and effortful processing, i.e. more cognitively demanding listening situation. Thus, being prepared to answer simple questions about the content of a story requires a number of cognitive operations, but primarily that parts of the story are actively held in working memory and that lexical and phonological information stored in long-term memory is accessed relatively fast.
The assessment of the individuals’ cognitive skills will focus on the skills that are central for processing of spoken language, particularly in populations with hearing-loss (Andersson, 2003; Andersson, Lyxell, Rönnberg & Spens, 2001; Lyxell, Andersson, Ohlsson & Borg, 2003; Pichora-Fuller, 2003). Specifically, we will examine three cognitive components; working memory, lexical access speed and phonological processing skills.

A frequent report from hearing-impaired individuals is that listening in general and in noisy environment in particular is effortful and resource demanding. However, few studies have examined how perceived effort relates to cognitive skills and to listening situations with varying cognitive demands. In the present study, perceived effort will be assessed by means of Borgs (1998) CR-10 scale, where level of perceived effort is assessed before, during and after the listening tasks.

METHOD

Participants
The participants in the study were 11 female day-care centre teachers (21 – 65 years) constituting the total number of bilaterally hearing impaired individuals (with one exception) in this profession in the Örebro region (with a total population of 270 000). A group of 11 normal hearing female day-care centre teachers matched for age and work places constituted the control group.

Materials and procedure
Design of sound environment
The acoustic recordings were made in a Swedish day-care centre. The recordings were designed on the basis of observations in the day-care centres and interviews with hearing impaired individuals. Repeated recordings were obtained in the same room, i.e., an entrance hall. The recordings were made with a two channel digital tape recorder, edited off-line (Digidesign session 8) and stored in a computer. Individual recordings were made of different groups of parents and children and combined to create an acoustically active and realistic environment representing a time when several children were leaving the day-care centre. The environments were reproduced in a
specially designed test room (Borg et al, 1998, 1999) equipped with twelve loudspeakers. The day care centre environment was presented from eleven loudspeakers and the target sound from loudspeaker 12 (0 degrees azimuth).

**Active and passive listening task**

In the naturalistic test environment a target speech sound was introduced to the sound environment and the dependent measure was the adjusted sound level of the target sound in dB. This speech material (i.e., the target sound) was a 1-hour recording from Selma Lagerlöf’s book “Nils Holgersson’s wonderful journey”. The participants’ task was to adjust the level of the spoken sound to that level where they were able to just follow the conversation (cf, Hygge et al, 1992). Two listening conditions were used in the study: One active and one passive. In the active mode the participants were asked to adjust the sound level in order to be able to just follow the conversation and also to be prepared to answer simple questions on content of the text at random intervals during the test session. In the passive condition the task was to adjust the spoken sound level so that they were able to just follow the conversation.

**Perceived effort**

The individual’s perceived effort before, during and after listening was assessed by means of G. Borg’s CR-10 scale. During the session this scale was administered halfway through both listening tasks. The participants were asked to indicate on the scale how effortful they experienced the listening task.

**Cognitive tests**

All cognitive testing was performed individually and administered by a computer test-platform. All instructions regarding the cognitive tasks were presented in written form and complemented with oral instructions.
RESULT

In the first part we will describe the test results and measurements of cognitive capacity and active and passive listening. In the second part we will examine the relationship between the individually selected signal noise ratios in the two listening conditions and the cognitive capacity and how these factors relate to level of perceived effort.

Cognitive capacity

Table I give the descriptive statistics for the cognitive tasks used in the study. As can be seen, the two groups do not differ statistically from each other. The performance levels are further similar to performance levels that have been reported from other studies where the present tasks have been employed (Andersson, 2002; Andersson, Lyxell, Rönnberg & Spens, 2001; Lyxell, Andersson, Arlinger, Bredberg, Harder & Rönnberg, 1996, Lyxell, Andersson, Arlinger, Bredberg & Harder, 1998) and where moderately hearing-impaired, deafened adults and normal hearing individuals have participated in the working memory tasks and the lexical and semantic decision-making tasks. Furthermore, for the hearing-impaired group, the level of hearing loss did not correlate with performance on any cognitive task.

Active and passive listening

The number of errors (i.e., wrong answers to the questions) in the active condition did not differ between the groups and was also low. The results display that there is a highly significant difference between the two groups in both the active and the passive listening condition (t = 5.13 and t = 5.40, p< .001, respectively). It is also interesting to note that the magnitude of the difference is parallel across the two conditions. That is, the two conditions do not interact with each other and the adjusted sound level does not increase as a function of increased cognitive demands for the hearing-impaired group relative to the normal hearing participants. A further inspection of the data reveals that there is a significant difference between the active and the passive listening condition for the normal hearing participants in the study. That is, when the cognitive demands in the listening situation are increasing, the adjusted speech sound level is also increasing. For the group of hearing-impaired individuals, the adjusted signal to noise ratio sound level between
the active and the passive listening condition is different, but this difference is not statistically significant (t = 1.80, p > .05).

An analysis of the results from 0° azimuth at an individual level demonstrates that the pattern of adjusted sound level between the first and the second half of the two listening tasks differs between the two groups. That is, in the active condition most of the hearing impaired individuals increased (i.e., seven individuals increased, two decreased and two remained at the same level) their adjusted sound level (average increase 2.22 in dB), whereas the normal hearing individuals decreased their average adjustment (-.45 dB). A sign test reveals that the change (i.e., increase vs decrease in dB) is significant for the hearing-impaired group (z = 1.83, p < .05), whereas significance was not reached for the normal hearing group. In the passive condition there is an increase in the adjusted speech sound level for both groups (the hearing-impaired increased with 2.1 dB and the normal hearing group with .81 dB). A sign test yielded significance only for the hearing-impaired group (z=2.38, p<.05).

Cognitive performance and active – passive listening

Table 2 gives the correlation coefficients for the two groups in cognitive performance and in the adjusted sound level (signal-to-noise ratio) for loudspeaker 12 in the active and passive listening conditions. The empirical picture for the normal hearing group reveals significant correlation coefficients and the cognitive tasks (with one exception; the semantic decision-making task) and the active listening task. For the passive listening condition, significant correlation coefficients are, with one exception (the rhyme judgement task), absent. The empirical picture for the hearing-impaired participants, on the other hand, demonstrates no pattern of correlation regardless of type of listening situation and cognitive task.

Perceived effort and cognitive performance

The results demonstrate that perceived effort increases, as expected, during and after compared to before the tasks were performed. The hearing-impaired subjects showed consistently higher level of perceived effort than the normal hearing participants. Significance was not reached for the difference between active and passive listening. The pattern of correlations reveal that perceived
effort does not correlate in a systematic way with cognitive performance for the hearing-impaired group, whereas we have a systematic pattern of correlations for the normal hearing participants in the active condition for the measurement after the test session.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present study was to examine the possible relationship between the individual’s cognitive skills, type of listening task in a naturalistic sound environment and perceived effort.

The results can be summarised in five main points: First, the results display no differences in cognitive performance between the two groups. The observation that the groups perform at the same level on the rhyme-judgement task when speed as well as accuracy level are examined is interesting, as this pattern is different in comparison with results reported when participants with a more severe hearing-losses (e.g., a bilateral hearing loss greater than 75 dB for the “best ear”) or deafened adults have been studied (Andersson, 2002; Conrad, 1979; Hanson & McCarr, 1988; Lyxell, Rönnberg, & Samuelsson, 1995; Lyxell, Andersson, Arlinger, Bredberg, Harder, & Rönnberg, 1996). Typically, these populations show signs of a deteriorating phonological processing skill. The results from the present sample, with a relatively moderate hearing-loss, may suggest that there is a “breaking-point” in terms of hearing loss where this deterioration starts to operate (c.f., Lyxell & Holmberg, 2001) and that this “breaking-point” is not reached with the level of hearing-loss in the present sample.

Second, the difference in the adjusted sound level between the two groups follows the expectations: The hearing-impaired group adjust the spoken voice to a significantly higher level than the normal hearing participants in both the active and the passive listening condition. For the active – passive manipulation of the listening situations, the pattern of the adjusted sound level for the normal hearing individuals follows again the expectation. That is, a significantly higher adjusted sound level for the active condition compared to the passive is observed. The hearing-impaired participants deviate from this pattern, as their adjusted sound level is higher for the active condition than for the passive, but the difference between the two conditions does not reach statistical significance.

Third, the groups differ in how they adjust the speech sound level between the two measurement occasions. The hearing impaired increased,
rather than decreased, the sound level, between occasion one and two, whereas such a pattern was not present in the normal hearing group. This outcome may reflect the fact that listening is more effortfull for the hearing-impaired over time compared to the normal hearing individuals and one way of compensating for this state of affairs is to increase the signal to noise ratio level.

Fourth, the groups differ in how their cognitive skills relate to adjusted sound level in the active versus the passive listening condition. Cognitive skills are correlated to adjusted sound level in the active condition, but not in the passive condition for the normal hearing individuals. Correlations between adjusted sound level and cognitive skill are absent in the hearing-impaired group for both listening conditions. Thus, the outcome for the normal hearing group may imply that the active listening condition is more demanding from a cognitive point of view, whereas the absence in the hearing-impaired group may reflect that the distinction between active and passive listening is not a fruitful one for this population. This will be discussed in some detail below.

Fifth, the two groups differ in perceived effort during and after the listening tasks, but the perceived effort is only reflected in terms of significant correlation coefficients in the normal hearing group for the active listening condition after the test. Hence, perceived effort is related to cognitive capacity for the normal hearing individuals when the listening situation demands a higher extent of cognitive processing. This relation is absent for the hearing-impaired.

The results from the present study for the normal hearing participants displays the expected pattern. That is, an increase in the cognitive demands in the listening situation (i.e., active compared to passive listening) is correlated with cognitive skills and perceived effort, whereas this pattern is not displayed in the hearing-impaired group. There are at least two possible explanations for this state of affairs. First, there is a difference in recruitment between the two groups, such that only a small increase in the speech sound level in the hearing-impaired group generates an impression of a large increase in the speech sound level. Thus, the consequence is that the physical difference in signal to noise ratio between active and passive listening in the hearing-impaired group is small and does not reach significance. A second explanation is that the response criteria differ between the two groups. The normal mode of listening in normal hearing individuals is in most cases a rather effortless or a low cognitively demanding information-processing task. This state changes when the listening task requires a more active processing of information.
(e.g., answering questions) and/or when the background noise makes parts of the spoken stimuli ambiguous or when pieces of information are missing. The listening situation for the hearing-impaired individuals is, on the other hand, never an effortless task. Parts of the stimuli will always be missing or ambiguous regardless of listening situation. Thus, the distinction between active and passive listening is not valid for the hearing-impaired individuals.
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Table 1
Table 1 gives the Mean performance and the SDs on the cognitive tasks for both groups. For the span tests the means reflect the number correct recalled items in each tasks and for the three other tasks mean reaction-time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive tasks</th>
<th>Hearing-impaired</th>
<th>Normal hearing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading span</td>
<td>24.75 (5.19)</td>
<td>22.83 (5.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-span</td>
<td>56.16 (9.98)</td>
<td>57.91 (8.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic decision-making</td>
<td>1.01 (.16)</td>
<td>1.00 (.14) ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical decision-making</td>
<td>2.57 (.81)</td>
<td>2.38 (.66) ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhyme-judgement</td>
<td>1.48 (.27)</td>
<td>1.52 (.37) ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Table 2 gives the correlation coefficients between performance on the cognitive tasks and the adjusted sound level in the active and passive listening condition for both groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hearing-impaired</th>
<th>Normal hearing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading span</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-span</td>
<td>-.42</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic decision-making</td>
<td>-.43</td>
<td>-.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical decision-making</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>-.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhyme-judgement</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, one-tailed
Introduction

Each individual will have different reactions and behaviour in connection to a traumatic experience, and this includes the sensory impressions. In the shock phase especially, patients can describe sensory phenomena as “unreal and supernatural” as though they had considerable amplification of hearing for example. The experience of silence or the absence of sound can be marked, as in the classical expression “you could hear a pin drop”. So-called dissociation can arise in the shock phase, where time and place can change so that a minute can be like an hour and vice versa the sound experience may have a lengthy, or split second lapse. In connection with robbery, a patient may have reported no experience at all of glass being broken for example, only the impression of the perpetrators eyes or gun, everything else is missing or very diffuse. When the traumatised person enters into the reaction phase, certain flashbacks of sensory experiences such as an explosion, screeching car tyres etc. can suddenly return and often be very frightening. In the case of a severe bus accident 1988 where many children died and many were injured, terrifying memories of the accident were awakened at the hospital when some children recognised the sound of drink being sucked through a straw, which was a similar sound to the sound in the bus exactly prior to the accident. So-called traumatised sensory experience, such as a sound, can of course be unique, for example a bus skidding round on a motorway. In that context the sound was described as “when you crumple up a Coca Cola tin”. Sensory experience/sounds can also cause a conflict of feeling as it can be a common everyday sound, and basically a positive one, but transformed by the trauma to one representing danger, threat and death. Another example of so-called sound trauma is told by a patient who had been robbed twice, where the first assailant had “only” pointed his pistol at her temple, but the second had fired his pistol in the air. The patient could now experience her own death; the scene and the sound from the two traumas became one in her experience.
It appears to be common that one or several sensory experiences disappear or are amplified with trauma, and create permanent scares paired with severe anxiety. According to my clinical experience those traumas that are partly more sudden, and partly violent, have a deeper and more prolonged effect on the patient. One patient who, when young was exposed to sexual violence, could as an adult be frightened by the sound of a door being opened before she could see who it was.

It is of the utmost importance that the traumatised patients receive psychological help for their crises. An important part of crisis counselling is to create security and to work through emotions. Music can also play a meaningful role both in evoking closeness and facilitating grief reactions.

All events that threaten our security and existence will cause us huge psychological stress. They will challenge our belief in the world as a good and safe place to inhabit.

When we are hit it happens in the middle of our daily lives when we least expect it. In a flash, life changes and will never be the same again. The more sudden the event, the more our psychological preparedness will be challenged. We must face a chaos that will have enormous immediate consequences, but also consequences in the long term. We want the pain to heal as soon as possible and are forced to see that we are no longer invulnerable. We will ask ourselves questions like, “Why does this happen to me or my family?” Then we must cope with our daily lives again with all their uncertainty and worry. We try in every way to make sense of what has happened, to bring meaning to the terrible event. This as an attempt to bring knowledge, understanding and meaning as to why we react as we do, when catastrophe threatens our daily lives.

The Myth of Invulnerability

There is a tendency to hide from painful and difficult things that can befall us. Through the media we can take part in how others are affected by violence, accidents, and catastrophes, but we run the risk of failing to see that we ourselves are exposed to the same dangers. We often underestimate the risks, having difficulty in accepting the impermanence of life and that we can all be affected. This behaviour I would name ”The Myth of Our Invulnerability.” This can obstruct our awareness of real risks and it also amplifies the scope of our reactions. We will also search for explanations to make a critical event more understandable. There is always a risk that we think the fault is our
own, or that we become trapped in attempts to find an explanation. There is also the possibility that the media influences our need to find a guilty party. The trauma will also contest the view of the world as a good place in which to live in, being inhabited mainly by good people.

Through knowledge and understanding of our reactions we can obviate and prevent our tendency to flee. This is important because it will better enable us to make use of our previous experience when we go through a crisis. “Try to forget what has happened” is not a good command. The danger is that we do not accommodate our experiences and sorrow. It is important to try to incorporate those experiences, both good and bad.

The Phases of Crisis

Suddenly afflicted by critical events we will have various crisis reactions. All reactions are normal, even if they make us feel uncertain, afraid, and lacking in control. Even if each person reacts differently, there is a pattern that we follow. Our reaction patterns have a survivalist and protective function to help us mobilise our inner physical and psychological resources. The crisis phases vary in intensity and magnitude.

Shock

*The Shock Phase* (Shutting off) is a primal form of survival that we cannot control at will. Later we can look back on this phase as having been in a dream or state of unreality. Our senses are strongly focused. Thoughts and feelings are often shut off. Seconds can feel like minutes/hours. The shock may remain for several seconds, hours, or days. When we look back on what happened, some of our experiences seem amplified, while others may be very diffuse. Sometimes we question ourselves or have feelings of guilt, for example, of why we did not react more strongly. Then it is important to understand that shock can shut off both thoughts and feelings. Dissociation is a strongly protective function which means, amongst other things, that visual and auditory experiences become split off and “disappear” from consciousness. In certain cases we must redefine the sound sensation of something we had never previously experienced before.
The Reaction Phase (Repetition) is a phase in which we begin more openly to understand and feel what has happened. We begin trying to take in the unmanageableness of reality although we fight against it. It is a period of feelings, reactions and thoughts that come and go. Perhaps mostly in the evenings when there might be stillness and peace. It may be difficult to sleep. Memories and thoughts can bombard us, and we may feel indecisive. Our fears and physical discomforts make us less concentrated and maybe more irritable. It is always difficult to accept what has happened. Although one might not do very much, one might feel tired because so much energy is used in bearing these experiences. Various questions seek answers in an attempt to make the situation more understandable. There are many “What if...?” thoughts that we brood over. There is also a risk in this that we isolate ourselves.

The Processing Phase (Approaching) means that we try to wrestle with what has happened to us. We can perhaps visit those times and situations that might bring back memories. The pain and the grief remain, but one might begin to try to accept the wounds and scars that were caused. It is of great help to speak to others about what has happened. Each experience contributes an important piece of the puzzle in helping to get a better grip on events. Being able to arrange memorials and other ceremonies becomes an important form of support. Time and space is needed to work through the experiences.

Reorientation phase Perhaps we begin to discover our surrounding world again, as if life had stood still during our crisis, grief and trauma. The outer awareness the crisis caused has now distinctly diminished. This can mean that we are now more alone with our experiences, but also that we might have found greater fellowship with others. Perhaps the crisis has given our life a new perspective and meaning. Perhaps we have become much closer to other people. Our view of ourselves, others, and the world about us has probably changed, for better or for worse. We have a greater vulnerability, but also increased experience and maturity. Nevertheless, we may constantly worry that the same thing can happen again. Slowly we begin to accept everyday life with its potentials, even if it may never be the same again.
Violence

When someone abuses us psychologically or physically, for example by using violence or sexual abuse, the result can cause deep physical and psychological wounds. When we are suddenly attacked, we loose our natural security and control. We become more suspicious, and convinced that the same thing can happen again. – Who can one trust?

Trust and confidence in others may be seriously damaged. Perhaps we begin to experience that which is unfamiliar, unknown and dark, as unpleasant or even dangerous. Perhaps the question of whether justice and goodness really exists arises within us. We may isolate ourselves in order to create temporary protection. Our increased vulnerability creates an uncertainty where both our self-esteem and social networks are threatened. Guilt-imposing thoughts often come to those who have experienced violence. “I should have…” and -“What if I had done so and so instead?” – become reproaches that hack like a scratched grammophone record inside us. It is therefore crucial that every crime victim has the possibility of undergoing crisis therapy, and receiving help in working through that which has happened in order to understand and become aware of their reactions and feelings of guilt. It is of great importance to help those afflicted to understand that there are forces of goodness and strength that can protect and re-enforce a sense of security and safety again.

Fellowship, a feeling of belonging, happiness, laughter, and tears, belong together and create a light in the darkness. Support from relatives, colleagues and friends is very important, especially in case if a trial where we will once again confront the perpetrator. We need to understand that this is a process of heeling that in many cases can take considerable time. Long-term support – practically, legally, emotionally, and even spiritually – is necessary to help us find our security again when violence has threatened our existence.

Crisis Reactions

Understanding the reactions to crisis can fill a preventative and support giving function. Each individual’s reaction and sorrow is unique and must be approached with great respect. There are differences and similarities, but all reactions are normal even though they may differ in intensity and magnitude. The reactions come and go, open up and close, sometimes like waves, when we begin to sense and understand what has happened. When we return, in our thoughts and memories to what has happened we are once again in the
grip of fear and grief. Grief is a part of everybody’s experience, as death is a part of life. Grief and fear can be expressed in different ways, the external events mirroring the internal meaning for the person concerned. Below is a list of diverse reactions that we may feel.

**Acute physical reactions. Thought reactions**

- Difficulty in breathing / Difficulty in concentrating
- Palpitations / Limited ability to think logically
- Sweating and chills / Difficulty in acting and decision making
- Weakness / Disorientation
- “Lump in the throat” No appetite / Strong imagery
- Diminished hearing / Tunnel vision or distorted memory
- Heightened sense experience

**Emotional reactions. Behavioural reactions**

- Feelings of vulnerability / Impaired capacity
- Fear – Uncertainty / Difficulty in relaxing
- Apathy – Numbness of feeling / Hyperactivity and restlessness
- Anger / Rage - Conflict within relationships
- Sadness - Feelings of guilt / Crying, wanting to cry
- Uneasiness / Isolation, retreating
- Suspicion / Difficulty in self-expression, verbal and written
- Strong apprehension of new dangers

**Social Reactions**

Our perception of the value of life can change in either a positive or a negative direction. We may have difficulty in returning to everyday life again. For example, ordinary problems at work and in our surroundings seem unimportant. An increased vulnerability might mean that we become more cautious and have a greater need for control, especially when the threat is invisible. There is a risk of our becoming conflict prone. We might also have a feeling of living more in the present or more intensely. Various conflicts may arise in our daily encounters. There is also the possibility that those around us “forget” what has happened sooner than we ourselves, and make a quicker return to everyday life.
Crisis Handling

Preventative measures

Can we prepare ourselves for a crisis? Both yes and no. Life experiences naturally prepare us to a certain extent, but, at the same time, we can never know how we will react in a given situation. Sometimes we are told to forget what has happened in order to go on with our lives. This tends to have the reverse effect, forcing us to remain with the thoughts and pain connected to the event. It is when we can voluntarily permit ourselves to approach painful experiences that we can free ourselves from them and it is moreover of great importance that we carry our experiences with us into the future. “If we neither look back nor forward we must look out”. Also of significance and importance, is the protection of good traditions and even humour that strengthen solidarity because ceremonies and rituals can help us to express what we feel without words. Education and training, within for example the police, rescue service, and healthcare, have shown that mental readiness for difficult events is strengthened by this.

One must, however, be aware that there are always limits to what we can cope with. This especially applies to when children are involved in a crisis. To “utilize” so called evil and painful experiences gives greater readiness in the future. To go through different experiences creating “objective pictures” beforehand, (briefing), is a way to increase mental readiness more systematically.

Urgent Help

This is aimed primarily at helping the afflicted recover from shock (shutting off). It is necessary to create maximum safety and care as quickly as possible, with the helper taking the initiative, as the afflicted party is incapable of decision-making with regard to help.
Never leave anyone alone who is in a state of shock / Try to give warmth (blanket) contact (careful physical contact, eye contact) / Protection from further trauma and the press / The importance of early contact to inform and gather family, relatives or a personnel group / Strong reactions are a positive sign of recovery from shock / Everyone who experiences a trauma has extra need of security and of someone to trust / If you give information, remember that it is quickly forgotten / Do not forget the so-called strong and responsible person, (for example the leader) who has an initial tendency to reject help for himself/herself.

Long term Help

Great attention may be given to a critical event. When daily life returns to normal there is a risk for feelings of alienation. It is important to have support even in the long-term, and to be aware that this is a process that takes time. It is also vital to support a process in which the afflicted deals with his/her feelings instead of fighting them. The aim is to prevent the person, the feelings, and the event from being isolated.

Family and friends are important resources / Making room for company in which thoughts feelings and impressions can be freely expressed / Try to gather facts in order to combat falsification / Do not take over responsibility for daily problems / Try to counteract isolation / Support various kinds of rituals and ceremonies / In case of death make provision for those nearest to take farewell / Give information and support on common reactions / Remember that grieving takes time / Encourage physical activity, it reduces restlessness / Anniversaries and other memorials/places, help the afflicted tend their grief / Do not forget to find support and emotional outlet for yourself as helper / Find spontaneous or organised forms of dialogue to release the pressure / Try to return to daily routine. Be aware that conflicting feelings will arise / Try not to demand too much of yourself. Give yourself space to pause / Physical activity improves fitness and helps fight restlessness / Remember that everyone needs extra support and encouragement especially in a crisis / Supervision and debriefing reduce the risk of burn-out.
Conclusion

A traumatic experience has an extensive impact on the individual, socially, psychologically and physically and our sensory organs are of vital significance for our survival. In traumatic circumstances hearing and sound can be “distorted” and “disappear” completely from consciousness. The ways our senses coordinate or become damaged depends probably on the type of trauma and the individual’s capability of overcoming/working through the crisis. Many interesting future research areas opens up around this subject. With regard to treatment, the consideration of the senses is of great importance.

(translation: Janet Kinnibrugh)
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Sounds as Triggers

How traumatic memories can be processed by Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR)

*Kerstin Bergh Johannesson*

lic. Psychologist, specialist in clinical psychology, National Centre for Disaster Psychiatry

In December 1991 an aircraft from Scandinavian Airline Systems (SAS) had to make an emergency landing in a field in the countryside north-west of Stockholm just after take off. The plane smashed the trees in its descent. All 129 passengers survived. A few were physically injured. The passengers reported afterwards that the sound of the trees smashing against the airplane remained as vivid auditive impressions. Later on, some of the passengers talked about reminders, that is to say other sounds which were very similar and which became triggers for the experience of the emergency landing. These reminders activated the same type of arousal and emotional reactions as the original reactions at the time of the accident.

A threatening incident, as the one described above, which is sudden and unexpected, is experienced differently by different people. Most people react initially with strong arousal, followed, for some time by sensory re-experiencing, like pictures, sounds, taste or body sensations, but also accompanied by elevated tension and anxiety and maybe a lack of emotional balance. For most people these reactions will decrease after a shorter period, but for some they will remain. It seems as if these persons cannot process their impressions, and the unprocessed memories are stuck in the mental memory system. Anxiety arises when the individual is reminded of the incident, and because of this fact, tries to avoid everything that might remind them of what
happened. An invisible wound has emerged, which does not seem to change over time. What happened in the past continues as an everlasting presence. This is the nature of the traumatic memory, which is typically dominated by perceptual characteristics, pictures, sounds, scents or body sensations. Often the memory is fragmented, but the fragments can be very vivid. The fragmented memory is associated with strong negative feelings. Some parts of the incident might be dissociated, that is, they cannot be retrieved in a voluntary way. If this condition lasts for more than a month, the person might have developed what is called a posttraumatic stress syndrome, PTSD.

Persons can be reminded of a traumatic experience by so called triggers. These triggers consist of external or internal reminders, which are related to the original incident. Triggers can consist of verbal stimuli, sounds, thoughts or pictures. The reminders will cause the person to re-live the traumatic incident, as if it happened again. This re-living can be characterised by sensory stimuli and might be experienced as a video clip, as pictures, or as body sensations. Sometimes re-living might have a more auditive quality, like words, or as in the example above, noise or even inner voices.

Findings suggest that the right hemisphere of the brain is important for traumatic memories. A study by Pagani, Högberg et al (2006) demonstrated that clients with PTSD, who had auditive trauma reminders, had an increased blood flow in the right brain hemisphere when they were compared to a group who had not developed PTSD.

**Treatment for PTSD**

Standard psychotherapeutic treatments for PTSD and traumatic memories usually include some type of exposure to the traumatic experience, either in vivo or, if more appropriate and maybe more common, in an imaginary mode. It is also common that the treatment model includes investigating and processing maladaptive cognitions of the self, which might have developed from the negative experience.

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) is a psychotherapeutic approach for reducing distress after traumatic experiences, which is disturbing in everyday life. Treatment is focuses on how trauma affects present functioning. EMDR is an evidence-based method for treating chronic post-traumatic stress syndromes (Bisson et al 2007). The method has been demonstrated to be equally effective as exposure-based therapies
EMDR can also be applied for acute PTSD. EMDR has also been used for other types of problems like anxiety and panic attacks, traumatic grief, reactions to physical illnesses and many other conditions that are associated with distressing experiences.

EMDR is a therapeutic approach that emphasises the brain’s information processing system and how memories are stored. The adaptive information-processing model posits the existence of an information processing system that assimilates new experiences into already existing memory networks. These memory networks are the basis of perception, attitudes and behaviour.

Problems arise when an experience is inadequately processed. Current symptoms are viewed as resulting from disturbing experiences that have been encoded in state-specific, dysfunctional form (Shapiro, 1995, 2001, 2007, 2008). Even if the traumatic incident took place a long time ago, it will be experienced once again together with the emotions and sensations that were experienced at the original time. The core goal of EMDR involves the transmutation of these dysfunctionally stored experiences into an adaptive resolution, which promotes psychological health. EMDR aims at activating the ability to handle the distress of traumatic memory and to decrease disturbing thoughts and emotions. It can also help the patient to think differently about himself in relation to the traumatic memory.

EMDR integrates elements of many psychotherapeutic orientations, such as psychodynamic, cognitive behavioural and body-centred orientation. Treatment follows a structured protocol. The method was originally developed for adults, but it is easily adjusted for children. Treatment is usually focused on the individual, but applications have been made for group treatment.

EMDR uses an eight-phase approach. During EMDR processing, the patient is asked to focus on a specific traumatic memory and to identify the distressing image that represents the memory, the associated negative cognition, an alternative positive cognition, to identify emotions that are associated with the traumatic memory, and to identify trauma-relevant physical sensations and their respective body locations. This process is quantified by use of subjective indicators and measures. After these preparations, the patient is asked to hold the distressing image in mind along with the negative cognition and associated body sensations, while tracking the therapist’s fingers back and forward across the patient’s field of vision in rhythmic sweeps during approximately 20 – 40 seconds. The patient is then asked to take a break and to give feedback to the therapist of any changes in images, sensations, thoughts or emotions that might have occurred. This process is repeated
and continued until the client no longer experiences any distress from the traumatic memory. Bilateral tactile stimulation or sounds can be used as an alternative to eye movements. If EMDR is effective for the particular patient, this will show within one to two treatment sessions. A limited number of sessions are often enough for problems after a single trauma. However, length of treatment depends on the complexity of the traumatic experiences.

It is not yet established how and why EMDR is effective, but there are some hypotheses. One line of thinking stresses the fact that processing is connected with a doubled focus. The client is encouraged to think of the memory and simultaneously follow the moving hand of the therapist. Possibly this could establish a state of mindfulness, which creates a more open mind, stimulating a free process of associations which could open up for other perspectives. Some authors have described this as changing the orienting response in the mind. The method is also characterised by a dosed exposure to the traumatic content, which might be benevolent for the client, avoiding him or her being overwhelmed.

Processing with EMDR can be emotionally powerful. Only therapists licensed to work with psychotherapy and who have a specially approved EMDR-training should therefor perform EMDR-treatment.
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